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1. In chapter 1 the author observes that  interindustry relatione,   excluding 

macro-economic analysée,   is a field that  ie little explored as yet.     A bria^ 1e- 

scription is given of auxiliary  industries and indus+rial services.     Next»  an ex- 

amination is made of the modern role of   interindustry relations as a location 

factor in various types of  industries,  taking account  of other industrial  loción 

factors as well. 

2. Chapter 2 discusses concrete problème concerning location and the retardation 

of  industrial development because of the lack of auxiliary industries and indus- 

trial services  in the regions cf southern Italy,  the Mezzogiorno.     This great re- 

gion is taken as a case study,  presenting as  it does certain interesting aspects 

for many developing countries.     Chapter 2 also contains an examination of the goals 

and limits of the industrialization policy in such backward regions,  as well as the 

findings of a recent  EEC study by  Italconsult,   and supervised by the author of thin 

paper,   concerning the  setting ap of an industrial pole of growth  in the Mezzogiorno 

in accordance with new approaches and new policy instrumente.-^ 

3. Chapter 3 deals with location problems and industrial development  in develop- 

ing countries,  with special refarence to the effects of inadequato  intermediate 

supply.    An attempt   is made to establish the  limits and conditions for extending 

European experience  in peripheral  backward regi ont. to such countries.    The etudy 

concludes by examining how  industrial polos of growth may be constructed and pro- 

moted in developing countries,   following the new concept? and approaches  be.iring 

in mind regional policies and problems of industrial  location and of economir in- 

tegration between member countrie« of a common market. 

ŒC - IUlooneult study on the promotion cf *n industrial pole of growth tn 
iouthern Italy, now be in« publish«! in Brutéela. 
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Im    ^ MLS OF AUXILIARY INDUSTRIES AND INDUSTRIAL 

SEVICES AS AN INDUSTRIAL LOCATION FACTOR 

General 

1. Technological specialization is a modern feature of factory industries in 

developed countries.    Other things being equal, it enables investments in 

machinery and plant to be reduced, plant and equipment to be more fully utilized, 

the proportion of skilled manpower to be reduced and the level of stocks of 

mataríais to be lowered.     In short,  it enable* oroductivity to be stepped up. 

2. A large number of the numerous   i,rt, rin u try   relations that derive from 

technological .pecialization, exert an influence on industrial location inde- 

pendently of transport cost  considerations.    Here it is a question of the need 

or convenience for factory industries to be located near auxiliary industries 

and industrial services.    These requirements,  felt to a greater or lesser degree 

by various industries,  constitute the interindustry   relatione factor which, 

together with transport costs, infrastructure and site requirements, the labour 

supply and public industrial policy, make up the ensemble of industrial location 
factors. 

3. The subject of Annex 1 is how, in time,  interindustry   relatione have gained 

in importance as a location factor.    Although this is a historical analyeis, the 

careful reader may find in it explanations of the lack of success of current 

industrial policies which are based on growth structures and patterns that belong 

to the past.    Por an examination of this interindustry   relations factor within 

the framowor1- of other location faotors, see Annex 2. 

4. Interindustry   relations which operate as location factors oonoern: 

- Specialist units for maintenance and servicing of machinery. 
equipment etc., and related facilities; 

- Subcontractors and process-specializing units; 

- Intermediate industries or local depots supplying standard and 
oatalogued produotaj 

- Various technical and commercial services for industry. 

5. Maintenance units,  ruboontractors and process-specializing units represent 

auxiliary industries within the framework of the broad range of intermediate 

indiMtriaa, and are distinguished from the industrial services whioh, striotly 

•peaking,  are local commercia! depote etc.; broadly speaking industrial servios« 

may also be taken to rnaan In this study all those interinduPtry    relations 
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(of intermediato supply and demand) which have a direct influence on industrial 

location. 

6.      Specialist units for repair and maintenance provide services to maintain 

the means of production of customer industries in good working conditions,... Tja. 

particular, specialist units for maintenance deal with the repair and maintenance 

of tools and gauges, machinery, processing installations, vehicles and buildings. 

These units are distinguished from general repair shops, which provide for the 

repair of any machinery.    There are many different types of units for maintenance 

and they vary according to the different classes of tools, machinery etc. with 

which they àe&lM This e.icpresses itself in the varying composition of the highly 

skilled manpower they use and in the different machinery and other means with 

Which they must be equipped.    Specialization of the maintenance units is there- 

fore one of the conditions guaranteeing the efficiency and low cost of the 

services they provide, 

7. The specialization of these maintenance units is reflected in the make-up 

of their clientele.    The majority of these work for specific sectors and only a 

few types provide services for most industries (maintenance units for buildings 

etc.). 

8. The specialist units for maintenance require, in turn, the services of 

supplementary specialized units which supply them with m&de-to-order parts and 

prooesses (welding units, heat treatment processes etc.)    Moreover, maintenance 

operations call for the presence of local spare-part depots. 

9. Maintenance services are generally required by all industries; the industries« 

own internal services are normally restricted to servicing in the intervals 

between overhauls.^ The outside maintenance supplied by the specialist units 

refers to non-routine-type maintenance and to periodic overhauls. 

10. Contrary to what is frequently stated, such services are normally not self- 

supplied in large plants •, the periodic overhaul of machinery and installations is 

1/ The needs of specialisation for certain types of machinery are such that the 
makers themselves supply the relevant repair and maintenance services through 
their own workshops in the various centres. 

2/ Most industries»  internal service consists of normal checking and adjustment 
of machinery and equipment and replacement of quiok-change parts.    Obviousty 
there are exceptions; some types of industries, for example, are self-contained 
ae far as maintenance of certain specific processing installations is concerned. 
However, even these industries have recourse to specialist units for the 
ma4.aten.moe of maohinery, means of transport etc. 
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sublet to considerable seasonal variations¿/ The fact that, in . numbei. of 

large plants engaged in certain industrial sectors, maintenance and overhaul are 

effected exclusively by interna! concerns delved fron, the exogenous elements 
which are analysed in paragraphs 30 - 55. 

11. Maintenance units must be lecated near customer plants so that workmen and 

technical staffs can reach the. within a short npace of time and so that maintenance 

materials can he delivered quickly.    Contacts between customer units and maintenance 

unit, are also frequently necessary,  for in the intervals between periodic overhauls, 
operations have to be arranged (preparation of materials etc.). 

12. The radius of the economic utilisation of the maintenar.ee units is hence 

limited.    It varies according to a number of factors including the speed of trans- 

port and communications in a given area.    Generally speaking this radius may be up 
to 50 km (for certain types of units,  even up to IOC km). 

13. Subcontractors and process-specializing units produce materials or components 

or supply processes which are incorporated in the articles produced by the customer 

firms.    These processes are made-to-order according to particular specifications. 

In general, the subcontracts and process-specializing units operate for a clientele 
consisting of industries within a single sector. 

14. Por this class of auxiliary industries, the activity is explained in terms of 

specialization and hence of lower costs.    In many cases it concern, processes which, 

if effected by the customer units - even those of large size - would hardly ever 

reach the levels attained by the specialist units, since they receive orders from 

large numbers of customers and can fully utilize the most productive sort of 

machinery and equipment.    In other cases, subcontractors are called in even when the 

customer units possess types of machinery with which the requisite processes could 

be performed, because it would not be possible to utilize fully all the necessary 

machinery.    There are also other technico-economic reasons for which given industries 

consider it convenient not to carry out accessory processes within their own 

factories, but entrust them instead to specialist firms M 

^ ^r£0di! d^fer/ccordi^ to the type of servicing (major, intermediate or 
o^rL^S      ) "í acrordin* to *he *yPe of machinery.    In Burope^nTperizio 
SaUv tirerf T•*?""* -* specific Passing installation 
generally takes pl^ce when the factories are closed for holidays. 

y See Chap. 4.2 of the EJC-Italconsult Study. 
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15. The use of subcontractors and process-specializisg units results in produc- 

tion schedules and product quality coming to rely very heavily on such auxiliary 

units.    Reliance on these units gives rise to the need to carry out a constant 

qualitative check on production, on the regularity of deliveries within established 

periods etc.    Thus there is need for frequent contact,  sometimes daily, between 

customer firms and the auxiliary industries. 

16. The radius of the economic utilization of subcontractors and process-speciali- 

zing firms is limited in order to render such oontacts easy (not because of trans- 

port costs).    Uithin varying margins, according to the characteristics of the 

transport and communications system inside a given area, the maximum for such a 

radius may be placed at 100 km, a distance which permits close contacts and a 

shuttle service.    For certain processes which have fixed time limits, the maximum 

distance might be extended to 200 km. 

17. Similar location requirements obtain with regard to plants in a multiplant 

firm when each unit turns out a part of the same product or products.    Analogous 

to the case of subcontractors is the so-called domestic out-working.    This generally 

concerns hand assembly of components or work with small-scale machinery.    Frequently 

the opuee for out-working is the need of finding labour, especially female,  and/or 

the convenience of paying lower wages. 

18. Factories use inputs provided by intermediate industries producing standard 

and catalogued products.    These materials and products, utilized on a large «oale 

in industry, generally correspond to well defined classes of goods complying with 

national or international standards (standard products), or determined by the 

individual firms producing them (catalogued products). 

19. In view of the characteristics of these products, there is no oall for frequent 

oontacts with the manufacturers, as is the caee with respeot to subcontractors, 

sinoe made-to-order products or materials are not involved.    Thus there is normally 

no need to be near intermediate industries which are manufacturing for the national 

or international market, nor is proximity necessitated by transport oost considera- 

tions.   Many of these products are quoted at nationwide prices; for the.rwMd^der* 

thé incidence of transport on total production costs is not significant for the 

majority of manufacturing industries. 

20. Although the need for contacts and transport costs reasons do not enter into 

it, firms in industrial oentres benefit from local depo+.3 supplying standard and 
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and catalogued producto which together stock the v/hole range of such products in 

sufficient quantities to meet the most widely-varying demands  in good time.     These 

local depots may be the commercial branches of the producing firms or wholesale 

commercial distributors etc. 

21. The   advantage of local depots are numeroud:     the internal  stocks required in 

customer  factories can be reduced,  mistakes in supplies may be corrected almost 

immediately, and production stoppages or imbalances can be avoided in the event of 

infrequently-used products becoming urgently necessary. 

22. Raw materials,  too, have a homogenous market  similar to those for standard 

and catalogued products.    The raw material depots in industrial centres offer 

similar advantages. 

23. The  item entitled various technical and commercial services comprises a 

variety of technical,  administrative and commercial services provided by specialist 

firms for industries in specific sectors or for industry in general.    The nature 

of these  services implies the need for contact, and their adequate utilization is 

conditioned by their relative proximity. 

24. Auxiliary industries and industrial services locate in large industrial con- 

centrations because their economic dimensions are such that they can operate only 

if supported by demand from numerous customers.    Equivalent demand conditions may 

occur however in smaller agglomerations of industries of a given sector or sub- 

sector (specialized concentrations).    This is the case with certain textile  dis- 

tricts,   shoe industry districts and electronic industry districts.    The availability 

of auxiliary industries and industrial services is therefore an aspect of the 

economies  of concentration,  i.e.  the external economies occurring in industrial 

concentrations. 

25. In Annex 3 the role of  interindustry  relations is examined in the formation 

of external economies, taking account of the other factors that integrate them. 

There is  an explanation in this Annex of how these economies may be grouped under 

two headings:    "general external economies", deriving from the purely quantitative 

faot of an agglomeration of industrial activities,  and "sectoral external eoonoraiei", 

which derive from the agglomeration of industries with homogeneous inputs, vie. 

belonging to one and the same sector. 

26. General external economies refer not only to the advantages of infraat rue ture 

and site  (standard requirements) and of labour supply (including skilled labour, 

mmm 
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but limited to types of jobs which care widespread in various industries),  but also 

to a few types of maintenance units common to the majority of manufacturing indus- 

tries, to those depots for standard and catalogued  products for which there is 

more extensive  demand in industry,  and to industrial services of a general  nature. 

27.    Sectoral  external economies refer not only  to  specialized infrastructures, 

the possibility of special  site  requirements,  and to skilled labour supply,  but 

also to the availability of tin whole sy3terr of  interindustry    relations which an 

industry in a jjiven sector requires  (sectoral  services). 

20.    Sectoral  external economies   md in particular sectoral services are the basic 

attraction of large industrial  concentrations to factory industries characterised 
5/ 

by a high degree of technological specialization.•*' 

29. Finally,   it  should be noted that the large concentrations in developed econo- 

mies are complex economic spaces constituted of industrial centre« whose radius 

of utilization of 4,heir own sectoral services often overlaps,  thereby covering 

entire regions and spreading in parte to adjacent regions. 

The varying need for auxiliary industries and industria eervjots jp 

30. The need for auxiliary industries and industrial services varies acoording 

to the field of activity of the processing industry.    In general, needs are greatest 

in the factory industries irhere technological specialization prevails, and leeeer 

in the basic industries, due to emphasis on technological integration.    3uch needs 

vary widely, however, within the factory industries themselves, with diverse 

effeots on the question of location which is obviously influenced by the relative 

weight of other location factors. 

31. It is important therefore to know the extent to uhich various industri»* 

need to call on auxiliary industries and industriel services, and to determine in 

which industries the   interindustry relations factor tends to be prédominent la 

thè ohoioe of location. 

«/ In large ind »trial concentrations there are numerous other advantages that 
oould be included, apart fro» the external économies mentioned above, suoh as 
easier salea and after-salee servioes for a large proportion of the customers. 
3ven in the case of industries that sell to the domestic and international 
stärket, location in a large concentration mema they have a considerable umber 
of oustomers in the immediate region - obviously a great advantage.    It ehould 
be noted, however, that among these advantages, the reduction of transport oosts 
in delivery is, as a rule, of very little importano«. 
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32. Industri«» may be grouped as shovm below, bearing in mind that the concept 

of the predominano« of one factor does not signify that the other factors are not 

taken into consideration. 

aroupe of industries Predominant factor 

Market-oriented industries Transport cost« 

Material-oriented industries Transport coat 3  (and special 
site requirements) 

Sectoral services-oriented Interindustry    relations 
industries 

Other industries None 

33. The market—oriented industries are defined as those industries in i/hioh each 

plant normally produces for a regional or local market-/ because of a high trans- 

port cost in relation to the v^lue of the product (e.g. many standard food products 

and drinks, various woodworking products, construction materials and bulky con- 

tainers). 

34. In this group of industries,  the need for services from auxiliary industries 

is generally limited to those provided by maintenance units;  the need for local 

depots of materials and products foi use in their prooesses is also reduced. 

Location, in regional terms,  is thus not influenced by the availability of such 

industrial services, but by the market.    These industries utilize the services 

available and may even provide them with their own plants.    In locating a plant, 

account must be taken of the availability of these services, as well as of other 

factors and corresponding facilities within the economic apace involved. 

35. The wide range of industrial aotivities, characterised by a service element, 

that need to be near their clientele may be placed within the group in question. 

•Asse are mainly small-soale activities operating for the local Market (small 

meohanioal workshops repairing all manner of machinery, vehicles and domestic 

equipseat; shoe repair units, tailoring, dressmaking, snail furniture works etc.) 

and having very limited need for industrial ssrvioes.    This group of industries 

is also known as scattered pattern industries or geographically protected industries, 

36. Among the Market industries one oould include the auxiliary industries them- 

selves (speoialist units for Maintenance, subcontractors, process-specialining 

§/ The sise of the markst served by these industries varies aooording to the pro- 
ducts, the distribution of the clientele, the ease of the transport system,  the 
commercial organisation of the firms and so on. 
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units) in relation to the industrial» of the sectors whioh they specifically 

serve. 

37.    Material-oriented industries are industries which produce for wide markets 

(national and  int rnationM )  and uhose transport  costs for hauling bulky raw 

materials comprise a relatively  importfnt part  of  the total production cost. 

Such Industries thus locats near domestic supplies  of raw material«   (extractive 

materials or agricultural produce), or cloafe to certain transport   facilities 

(ports etc.)  if they rely on  imported  raw materials.    In the latter    ase the 

factor "special  requirements of infrastructure  and  site" may bacon." determinant 

(e.g.  in the case of a refinery,  deep-water bertha are required for the tsnkirs).*> 

38      The basic industries belong to the group of material-oriented industries 

(steelmaking,  heavy chemicals,  petrochemicals,  minerai oil refining and so on), 

as do oertain other industries (some metalliferous products, paper mills, certain 

food industries such as vegetable oil mills,  grain mills and sugar factories).-' 

39. In general,  the group of material-oriented  industries is composed of techno- 

logically integrated industries (complexes) and of plants with continuous pro- 

cesses requiring only certain specialist unita for maintenance, but not subcon- 

tractors. 

40. However, the sone chosen because of transport cost considerations and speoial 

site requirements would certainly not be rejected for lack of such auxiliary 

industries.    If these do not exist in the zone,  they are provided within the 

establishments.    The additional cost involved is  irrelevant when considered in 

relation to the total cost of production.    Por example, some petrochemical oorn- 

plexes which have sprung up in virgin sones are self-oontained in respect to 

these needsî others, located nsar industrial centres, limit their internal «aia- 

tsnance facilities to those required for emergency repairs and routine maintenance. 

41. Some material-oriented industries such as the food industrie» may find it 

convenient to have available not only specialist units for maintenance but also 

a few othsr auxiliary industries (special containers etc.) and/or oertain tech- 

nical services (speoialiet laboratories etc.) and local depots of oertain materials 

whioh are used in their processes.    Teohnioal services exist in sones where there 

j/ For some industries in this group, speoial site requirement e also depend on 
the prooeases used. 

£/ Industries auch as the aluminium industry which, although influenced by the 
supply of raw material«, ara energy-oriented, may be included among the basi« 
industries. 

Ik> 
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i« already a curtain agglomeration of aunh  lnduatrles, an  m   th*  <*»•> of mm* 

vegetable  oil   rpfinin* dintri.tr,   food canninf    HRtri.tr*  Vid   HO  ,.n,   hut  the 

advantage  of  location  relative  to  tha transport    -oat* cf rÄW materials ramain 

predominant.     This explains   th*   presence  in  «  maul-at   nf ,:,>n^,.   ...f   thp klnd   ,f  fÄrtory 

which can  operwta .'oononucal ly  mthout  the  support  • >»   mich   «arvi.-*». 

-12.    .sectoral   services orlanted   industries  a IH»   the  factory   induatri^,  for which 

the predominant  location  factor  if  intrrindustry relation».       In  other words, 

they are  industriaa having processe® that   involv» axt«m»iv#  teclm« to^ «i  speciali- 

zaJion.     Their output  is paneraily destined   for   the national   market  and »broad. 

The moat  important industri«»  in  this group arr   tha met il work in«  industri * 

(sectors of general engineering,   tht   electromacUani.-tl   industri«*   includine »1*>«- 

tronics,  and praciaion engineering),  th« tastila  industry  (wool,   - otton, othar 

natural  fibraa,  synthetic  fibres),  tha hosiery   industry and  tha  aho« industry. 

43. In ordar to be competitive,  theee industries naad nimrcu«  typaa of epeeiailet 

unita for maintenance,  subcontractors and ape cial-procees unita,   locai dépote 

supplying standard and catalogued producta,  and  othar industrial   eervioee.    Con- 

aequantly,  thay must locata in areas where thara is already an aorlosMratioa of 

industry of the aatne sector,  i.e.  in large industrial concentrations or in 

apecialised concentratione. 

44. The phrase "agglomerations of industry of the same sector" doaa not neoeeeari- 

ly iignify a geographic pattar« differentiated fro» the remaining eoonostie epaca 

(except in the case of specialised concentration).    On the contrary, in aoste amali 

countrits  (gaographioally apaakinc) with an old industrial tradition, auch as 

-ingland, thara are to all intants and purpoaaa no concentrât i one of netalworking 

induatrias;  in reality thara are a considerable number of largar and analler 

metal working cant res whose over-all areas of influence oover most of the country. 

45. •••ht» eonaidering the quastion of location, one* the oonditiona concerning 

the interindustry   relations factor have been satisfied, much importance is given 

by many typaa of metalvforking industrias feo tha labour supply factor (skilled 

workers and/or workera with npoclal characteristics) and to spadai site require- 

ments.    Tha naad for these isiportant factors lands to a preference for locating 

in various possible industrial oentrea or even justifie! locating on the fringae 

•rfaiiiiiiMBaiEa-aaaMai 
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of auch c«*ntr«o whea the industri«* oonoirm«d ara •till within  th« radius of 
9/ utilisâti cm of their nector»!   e«rvio««.*' 

16.     In gmkmvi, *• tal working intluatrl»« must  b« r«i«tiv«ly olo«« to num«rou« 

typ«« of tooUhop«,  ap«ci»liwt  unit« for m»int«nano«,  foundri««,   for«««,  auxiliary 

indu«t *!••  providiftf m«tal  chipping: má ->r«««ing faciliti«o «te,  a« will a« to 

numerous d«pot« eupplyin« «tandarì and catalogued product«,--'   Th«r* *r«, howover, 

eoa*  tjrpe« of light engineering and electronic« industri«« in whioh a««««tbly 

and «tapi« ripetitive work prevail.    Th««« industri«« have 1««« n««d for auxiliary 

industri«« «Ml ara int«r««ted  in  labour supply,  ««p«cially fanal«.    Such industri»« 

%¡ dan« ral lj th« i no id «no« of th« additional transport coti« e« material« and 
for doli vary between auch c«titr«a or area« i« negligible. 

mhm datali,  th« auxiliary industri«« for »«talworkin« industri«« consist of 
various typ«« of teolahopo whioh repair, Modify or construct «p«oifio tool« 
uaed for aetal-cuttiag, «atal-fontia« and assesibly ntaintananc« and overhaul 
mit« for «maral «ervic« syst«**, «p«cific proo««ainf installations oonstruo- 
ticma,  eleetricel aaoaiaery, «l«otrical part« of varloua mach in« a, aetal- 
•uttin« Maohin«ry, metel-fomiag machinery, «tor« «o^üpwont and traneport 
•quIpMttnt.    farlous   «upplwuantary unit« ••• to th« supply of «paoiflo aatarieli 
«nd proo««««a required by th« toolahopa and «aintananc« unit« (twldings, 
stsMping« •»* forginj», »«tal treatment tic).    Th« nuswrou« claa««« of »atal- 
werklag auxiliary industri«« ar« flankad by «ubcontractor« and "prooeea- 
speoialising firBww,  i.e.  foundri«« and forge« whioh «upply th« cli«nt with 
•eda-to-oMer oaatin««, hot-«taiiip«d ita«*, hot-forged it««»,  for production, 
nomally in ««ri««; unit« which provid« h«at traate*nt proo«««««, outtia*» 
proca««««, forain« proc««««a which fabrioat« geared item«, nut« and bolt«, 
speeial h«at hardened «lament« and th«rwioplaatic i toma, «xtrusions, « int« rad 
product«, rai crociatine «te.    Hoat of th« various auxiliary induatri«« ara at 
th« ««rvic« of all ««ctor« of awtalworking induatri««, but th«ra ar« sos* which 
ara «pacific to d«t«ntin«d ««ctor«.    Th« trad« da pot a supplying standard and 
o«talo«u«4 producta stock th« output of numerous typaa of int«madiata «mita. 
Sos»,    f th««« intermediate industries themselves b«lon« to th« nwtalworkinf 
ont« (producer« of stsndard nut« and bolt«, hardware, metal tapas, eprin««, 
radiator«, hydraulic cylinder«, bearin«», «t«el ropa«, flexible pipin«, rollar 
chain, I.C. anginas, «laotrio motor», oompreasors, «l«ctric and «leotronio 
•at«rial« for industrial us« «to.), whilst SOM «along to other a«ctora of 
induatry (industrias »alcin« fabrios, vagatati« stuffing and felt, artificial 
laathar ato., plywood and seed fini shad wood items, tyros, inner tubas and 
«Affalons, various rubber articles, belts, linings, welded artiolee, insulating 
Materials, various oaamioal products such aa paints, mastio« «te, normal and 
plata glass producta «to.). 

•   t 
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frequently   locate  in  »mall   torma  which may be  di.t^t.   from  the   large  concentre 

tione where metulirorking industrien tond to apt up.^ 

/»7.     Textile  induotnea,  depending on  the nertur  involved,   locate  in antan 

aorvad  by  variou* typea of Bpeciali.ad maintenance unito -  includine the services 

of the   lariat »^«úrtlimd machinery  suppliers - as  -ell   OB  by various auxiliary 

industry auch a, dyeing and  fmieiung special^.,   plu.  c-ertain aunpli.r.«  and 

buyer»'   services.-/  Are«  „here ho.iery industrie,  locate  offer similar auxiliary 
induatriee and services. 

48. The centre» m which the ahoe industry tendu to locata offer unite specialised 

in the maintenance of ahoe-^ing machinery,  units for closing uppers etc.  aa well 

as dépota aupplying materials and various commercial  aervics to the  sector. 

49. The group of ether induatries may be considered  to consist of all  tho8e 

induatriea with a wide market, and for which,  in general,  no clearly preponderant 

location  factor obtains.    This group contains a vade ranCe of factories producing 

consumer and intermediate goods  (certain food industries and wood manufacturing 

induatriea not included in the preceding groupa, tobacco,  clothing, leather good», 

rubber and plastic products, paint and varnish, déterrants, pharmaceuticals, 
varioue light cheraicala etc.). 

50. The induatriea in this group need fmi auxiliary industries apart fro* thoae 

oonoerned vrith maintenance.    A paint factory,  for example, may coneider locating 

near a unit producing printtd metal cana; a medium-aized detergent unit near a 

paper oarto« producing unit, etc.    Aa a rule, the incidence of traneport costa 

for raw materials and other materiala ia not high in t!iia croup. 

ü¿  Jhan an analysis of the metal workin^eot ors field ia made in greater depth, 
«iou. type, ofiadiiatria« having particular locati« sapeot.^eer.    ?£a 
MM would alao be true in other groupa of induetry.    Por axample, aa ship- 
building must be located on the ooaat, it may have to organise itaalf, in 
part, a« a aelf-contained unit if certain auxiliary induatriea are not available 
Í?2     ÎP**" ^th •«iP**"**»« and heavy atruotural steel work, the 
ni|*i volume of iron and ateel inputa means that the tranaport coats of auoh 
materiala account for a considerable proportion of total production ooata. 
Thie ia not generally the caae in moat metalworking induatriea. 

^ ^„Sìf1^, ""¿""S** 0f ^nthttic «brea *»*• less need of «udliaiT 
induatriea than haa the traditional textiles eeotor. 

mmsamsasassasseeiÉaMMiseaiii 
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31.    notwithstanding theee and other conditions whioh might lead on« io suppose 

that there would be a conaiderable autonomy of location (greater spatial flexibili- 

ty), industries in thia group generally tand to set up in existing larga oonoen- 

t reti on«.    Thia ia becauee the requirements concernine varioue location factor« 

ara batter aatiefied her«,  thanks to the advantages called "general external 

eoonoaiie«".    Among the«e advant ^e« ia tiiat already noted of having an important 

proportion of one's customers in the immadiate region (facilitating «ale« and 

oustomer services).    This aspect is closely considerad when industrias in this 

group ohooae a factory location, especially thoae type« of industry whioh normally 

ara not large. 

52. On the other hand,  industries within this group which require a larga quantity 

of gettarsi and faamle labour may find the advantages offered by the larga oonoen- 

tretione out-weighed by those offered by areas with a eupply of thia type of labour 

53. In oonolueion, it «ay be affirmed that the availability of auxiliary industri» 

•Sid industrial servioaa within a reasonable radius oonstituten a location factor 

for all industriea.    It beoosMa predominant only in determined «actor« in «aio* 

it is a fundamental conditi en for efficiency and competitiveness. 

54. These sectors have, however, gr«*t importance in the general framework of 

industry sad condition the level and rhythm of development. In developed ee*Js»am*e« 

•eotoral-eerrice« oriented industries contribute about half the total product ami 

employment of ths manufacturing industries.   Natal working industries alone earn 

oontrlvute up to 40 per oant of the total and also have one of the higheet rates 

of industrial groifth. 

55. I» developing regions and countries, these aeotore, especially those engages' 

in »etalworking, oonatitute a determinant potential for future industrial deealoa- 

BBat m 
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1T•      AUXILIARY  INDU3T:ïIES AND INDUSTRIAL SEVICES IN THE 

LOCATIQN ANP PimoPlW W INDUSTRIES IN ift: ¿EZZOOICWIO - 

A CAtig iTUDY OK INTEREST TO DEVALO" XíJíí anjNTKTjgj 

The laoX Of auxiliary  industriaR and industrial   aervicca ab an obstacle to the 
looation of investments in the Mezzogiorno ~~~"  

<>6.     The  southern  region  of   ita'y  - known   >n  the  fV•V;iorno       m  characterized by 

the  following pointB:     a relatively   low  per capita  income  (about  half that of the 

develop«*  riions of northern   Italy and oí tlir  ;;}x:  avera^ ) ;    a considerable part of 

ita  labour foroe still  engaged in agriculture;    ;tr, insufficient   level of industrial 

activity,   many sectors of which have  limited competi Livity;    and a  low availability 

of skilled manpower.      With  the creation of the Kuropean Economic Community the 

Mezzogiorno was faced with  the problem of increased competition from regions whioh 

are among the most highly  industrialized  in  the world and which,  within the new 

framework,   exert an  increasing attraction for industrial  investments. 

57.    Most of the industries  in the Mezzogiorno are  typically market-oriented and are 

loomted m the main towns.       In per capita terror  they reach only  40 to 60 per cent of 

the level of corresponding industries in northern  Italy.      This may be oonsidered 

adequate if aooount is taken of the Per oaoita product and/or per capita income in 

the Meisogiorno and that  m the North (indeed,  market-oriented industries operate for 

a demand whioh is a function of the regional product and  moome). 

50.    Among the material-oriented industries,  basic  industries have expanded con- 

siderably in the Meseogiorno,  especially during the last ten years.      Important steel 

plant» have been built,  and the petroohemioal industry has reached a per capita pro- 

duct of more than 80 per oent oompared with the industry in the North.      The creation 

of Urge industrial  complexes (bwsic induetrioa) in the Mezzogiorno, favoured by the 

regional development policy,  has been made possible by the disoovery of natural 

resources (methane etc.) and by new port facilities for the importation of raw 

materials (oil,  coal,  iron ore, etc.).      The agricultural processing industries 

(vegetable oil refineries, grain mills,  canneries,  etc) in the southern ragion 

reaohed a higher level than those in the North. 

59.    Howevar, all the material-oriented industries taken together moke but a limited 

contribution towards the product and employment position of the Neasogiorno (this 

applies also to developed economies). 

|60.    The industrial gap between the southern and the northern regions of Ita^y 

Ibeooaes even more apparent upon oonaideration of the industries whioh in this 

jetudy are o las sed into the groups e:»aotoral services oriented industrie«« and 

"other industrias«,      (to average, these two groups reaoh a per capita output of 
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barely ten per cent of that of corresponding industries in the North.  These are 

the indices, in the first group, relating to metalworking industries (excluding 

small mechanical repair shops) and to traditional textiles and synthetic fibres. 

In the second group, the indices of the manufacturing industries which use materiali 

suppliea by the petrochemical industry are of the same order; in others they rise 

to a maximum of 20 per cent.  notwithstanding the completion of certain m • 

establishments of considerable size - some of which owe their existence to public 

holdings - the flow of investments in these sectors in the Mezzogiorno is 

insufficient to bridge the gap. 

61. In brief, the Mezzogiorno (and other similar regions on the periphery of the 

EEC, suoh as SW Prance) is characterized by geographically protected industries 

(looal-market-oriented industries and material-oriented industries^ and a lack of 

attraction for other industries. 

62. In order to ascertain the reason for this lack of investment flow towards the 

Mezzogiorno it is necessary to refer briefly to the ways in which the industries 

in question expand, i.e. industries which at present are located mainly in the 

large oonoantrations of the more developed regions. 

63. One «lenient which tends to favour the present geographic pattern and result« 

in the industries remaining in the large concentrations (quite apart from 

conditions regarding industrial location in the Mezzogiorno and other regions), 

is that only one third of the investments of these industries is spent on building 

new plants.  Two thirds of the investments are used for the expansion of existing 

plants, thus avoiding the problems involved in establishing new factories and in 

making eoonomies of soale possible.  Even in oases where it is not feasiVe to 

enlarge the existing plant, there are many advantages-*in building a new plant 

as near as possible to the old one. 

64. It is not always possible to inorease production by such solutions because of 

reasons suoh as laok of sufficient building sites nsarbyf local labour shortages 

and so anM^     It is only in suoh cases and similar ones, estimated in the EEC 

11/ Possibility of using the same supplierai ease of moving materials between^ 
** the two establishments J facility of management and supervxsion; less staff 

and training problems suoh as transfer of key workers. 

|4/ In some arsa« industrial activity may grow faster than the population of the 

oity, oentr« «id so on. 

•Bl 
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to amount to less than one fifth of all investments - that, among other alter- 

natives, looation of industries in peripheral regions as for instance the Mezzo- 
giorno may be considered. 

65. In practice, preference ie given to locate new plants on the fringes of 

existing industrial concentrations, in nearby regions and in depressed re^ons 

(regions with an industrial tradition but undergoing a structural crisis) where 

industrialists can find not only space and/or labour (skilled, or with special 

characteristics) but where they can also count on auxiliary industries and indus- 
trial services,-^ 

66. On the fringes of industrial concentrations, a new plant is still within the 

economic radius of utilization of the sectoral services of one or more centres of 

industry.  In depressed areas such sectoral services may be readily available for 

the relocated metalworking industries. 

67. Although given groups of industries move mainly because of local labour 

shortages and/or because they need more manufacturing space (during periods of 

general economic expansion), these are not the main location factors for many 

important sectors such as metalworking industries.  Por the latter the prime 

factor is interindustry relations (availability of auxiliary industries and 

industrial services) which peripheral regions are unable to supply.» 

15/ For oertain industries, one of the additional advantages to be gained from 
location in such areas is that of remaining close to a large part of their 
clientele. 

16/ The results of surveys made in reoent years in some European countries 
(the Uhited Kingdom, Prance etc.) on the reasons underlying plant location 
point to the labour factor as being the most frequent cause for relocation. 
When firms have to make a choice between alternative locations all offering 
the required sectoral services (although with greater or lesser facility), 
it is obvious that in this context labour supply may be the determining 
faotor.  In some European oountriee such as the Federal Republic of Germany 
and the United Kingdom the geographical field of choice covers most of the 
country (though perhaps discontinuouely) because of the number and distri- 
bution of existing industrial centres and the radius of utilization of their 
servioes.  There is some truth, therefore, in the statement of some 
economists that there is a trend in industrial development which shows a 
growing share of "footloose" industries (metalworking industries and, in 
general, the factory industries) but this "footlooseness" is not direoted 
towards the peripheral regions. 

mm •mi •MÉ 
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68. Comparative analyses of the conditions of location in the large industrial 

concentrations of the EEC area (and its zone of influence) and comparative studies 

of the conditions and operatine costs of industries show that the lack of auxiliary 

industries and industrial services (which for the moment cannot be overcome) is the 

main reason why the Mezzogiorno is not attractive to locating industries. 

69. The EEC study shot* that in the most important industrial areas of the Mezzo- 

giorno, the infrastructures and site requirements comply with European standards. 

In these areas there are the undoubted advantages of general labour and female 

labour supplies.  The study acknowledges the organizational difficulties in 

selecting and training local workers in the Mezzogiorno, but notes that, at txmes 

of relatively full employment, these problems and costs must be faced when 

locating large plants, even when these are sited on the fringes of the large 

concentrations and in adjacent regions.^  Workers in the Mezzogiorno learn 

quickly and well, and if the job is done by firms experienced in setting up new 

establishments, the time required for training, construction and start up oan be 

kept within acceptable limits.^  Supported by numerous statistical data, the 

17/ Por the EEC study a number of major firms were asked about **• «^J^?*8 

W   Seotînfthî nation of their new plants.  The most frequent replies to 
fus  question were: labour and site requirements. .*^¿*^¿*£*£ 
question as to why they had not considered the ^^¡"¿^¡g? 
virgin regions, such as the Mezzogiorno, almost all the metalworking ixrms 
SïSedtf the lack of auxiliary industries and industrial services   
essential to them; to this they added the problems of selecting and 

training looal workers. 
!fì/ Por metalworkinff industries setting up in the Mezzogiorno, the additional 
W   ^rîASLi and training local workers Vl•^*••«*^ 

the start up period (over and above what these would be for setting up 
similar" «SbSSments in the North, but not right in the firm's »home 

'   SSrStï •fto 1-2 per cent of the total value of «» ^F*^ 
In practice, these increased capital costs are more than offset by capital 
grants to new industries setting up in the Mezzogiorno. 

IQ/ See also "The problems of the development of metalworking industries in 
W   louthern Italy and experiences thereon of interest to developing countries« 

by V. Valletta, President of Fiat. 
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study states that the increase of transport costs for most of the factory 

industries (non-material oriented and having wide markets) in the Ilezzogiorno 

on the average amounts to less than one per cent of the total cost of 

production. 

70. It is in the field of interindustry relations that conditions in the 

Mezzogiorno appear to be decidedly negative.  Uhile large industrial concen- 

trations offer efficient systems of auxiliary industries and industrial services, 

these are missing or inadequate even in the most important areas of the Mezzo- 

giorno where there is a certain agglomeration of industry.  This deficiency 

causes serious production difficulties, increases production costa and cancels 

out the effects of incentives. 

71. The fact that metalworking industries in the Mezzogiorno have, in many 

cases, to look to toolshops in the North (more than 8OO km away), makes delivery 

delays more frequent etc.  Delays in the availability of new specific tools or 

in the repair of specific tools malee it necessary to use emergency tooling if 

production is not to be halted even though this may involve a longer flow 

cycle.  Alternatively, it may be neoesoary to stop production of the component 

involved, while continuing to produce other parts which have to go into stock, 

or to assemble an incomplete finished product (with similar effects on stocks). 

In the first case, labour costs increase, while in the other two cases - apart 

from overtime payments in order to catch up on the rhythm of production - there 

increased financial charges occur due to producing for stock and not for sale. 

Establishments which carry out the repair of their own specific tools also incur 

higher costs because they have to equip themselves with machines and skilled 

labour which are underemployed to a considerable extent as the oalls for their 

services are intermittent and variable, 

72. The need to look to the North for machinery and equipment maintenance 

services because of the lack of such units in the South is likewise a cause of 

delays, stoppages and production upsets with damaging consequences of the kind 

described above.  Firms which provide men and equipment to oarry out their own 
20/ 

overhaul and maintenance work again have to face higher costs.—' 

20/ It should be noted that when establishments see to their own repairs of 
specific equipment and to the maintenance of all the machinery, there 
arises the additional problem of the lack or insufficiency of supple- 
mentary units whioh should supply the materials necessary. 
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73.    Excluding »craft» unite,  there are not sufficient foundry «id for«. service, 

in the Mezzogiorno.      It i. either a oa.e of obtaining supplies from the North or 

from local self-contained metalworker; plante uta oh also turn out  supplies on a 

discontinuous basis for other establishments.      Thio  results in delays and  losses, 

which can be partially avoided by carrying heavier  inventoriée of such materials. 

On the other hand,  it  io not or,  economic proposition to equ.p an «établirent Kith 

its own forge and foundry.      The same applies to processing-treatment needs. 

74      Higher production costs normally arise from the insufficiency or complete 

lack of subcontractors, which leads to additional Investmente in machinery that 

cannot be fully employed etc.      In the Mezzogiorno it is also necessary to carry 

more stocks than in similar establishments in the North,  in order to make up for 

the insufficiency or complete lack of local depots carryinc standard and catalog 

products. 

75.    From inquiries made for the EEC study,  it appears that on the average the 

inadequacy of the auxiliary industries and industrial services in the Mewofiorno 

results, either directly or indirectly, in increased costs of production amounting 

to ten per cent or more (depending on the various metalworking activities, the 

size and productive organization of the plants).      To this must be added the 

problem, and the difficulties which assail the manors and technicians, even 

though these are not quantifiable factors.      If account is then taken of the fact 

that a. regards the other oost elements, taken as a whole, there are no great 

differences between North and South ,& and it is considered that the variou. 

incentives offered by the industrial promotion policy reflect on operating oorte 

to the extent of two to five per cent (lower depreciation ratos, lower interest 

charges, etc.), it is not surprising that there is no great flow of investenti 

to the Meisogiorno. 

76.    It is only in certain types of metalworking activities where xnterinduatry 

reouirement. are relatively negligible awl the need for unskilled or fesule labour 

i. high, that there is a net advantage, after taking the effect of incentive. Uto 

aooount.     This explain, the location of a number of structural steelwork plant«, 

light metalworking industrie, and electronic factories, where aesembly ia »13- 

iraportant, in the Messogiorno. 

21/   Tor detailed .tatietioal analyae., ••• the WC .t*4y already ^J?1**»*. 
*"   partioularly the orojaota «nioh contain comparative analye«. of the operating 

oost. of similar pro^aoti in the North (Milan area). 
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77. The main  reason for the lack of auxiliary industriel   in the Mezzogiorno  io 

the absence of intermediate demand in tho  individual areas.      Thf-r»» are  few 

metalworking industries;    the incipient a^iamuationB oí   industrial are«H are 

formed by heterogeneous industries, in termp  of inputs.       It should al BO be 

stated that  in  the one industrial area of  tl.u rie associ orno   (Naploo) where metal- 

working activities have reach«-1  a eerti'.ir  l<»v>i of importane •, mrvny essential 

types of auxiliary units are miseing. 

78. To remedy the present  aituation, the metdliforkin^ industries, especially the 

larger plants,  formad an internal organization to malee up,  as far as possible,  for 

these missing services.      Üuch an organization requires considerable additional 

investments, which must b-» amortized in the course of time, and an additional pool 

of skilled workers.      Vfhile the shortage of servicea persists, machinery and 

special equipment have to be renewed continuously.      The situation has been 

accentuated by certain policy measures (preferential supplies to the State etc.). 

These measures permit, however,  the industries in question to operate with a 

certain degree of profitability notwithstanding the laok of auxiliary industries 

and industrial services. 

79«    As far as the textile industry is concerned, there are no great obstacles] 

for the location of synthetic fibre plants in the Mezzogiorno, because the 

synthetic fibre sector has less need for auxiliary industries than the traditional 

textile« sector.      The advantages of labour supply and the effect of incentives 

have indeed led to the setting up of some important establishments.     The fact that 

there are still not as many industries of this kind in the Mezzogiorno as in the 

North, probably refleots a tendency to locate in traditional area« even though 

the primary reasons for doing so no longer exist.      On the ether hand, the 

development of the hosiery in due try in the Mezzogiorno, although favoured by toe 

existence of female labour supply, it slowed down by the laok of suitable indus- 

trial servi oee. 

80.   Finally, although it la not mainly the laok of industrial servi oes which 

impedes more industries belonging to the "other industrie»" ¿TOUS from setting* up 

in the Mezzogiorno, the interindustry relations factor has an indirect effeot on 

Imany of these.      In faot, a msnber of the industries in this group produce inter- 

mediate items, «specially for the m«talworkin¿ industry, and as almost all their 

doswetio clientele are in tas North such industries are not anxious to looate in 

the Mezzogiorno (even though transport oosts on delivery do not play am important 

[role in the total production oosts). 
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öl      It may be concluded that  the lack of auxiliary industrie« and industrial 

servi.ee  ìB the prxme raaoon  (either singly or toother with other reasons) why 
industries in the Menomo are mainly local market oriented  or mattai  oriented, 

and  these,  as such, cannct ensure a hi* level of employment  and  industrial output 

in the economy. 

^^ with t- ^Hriitir r"- *"• the ft"•""*• - » tn°% *"» 
for the SEC 

82. During th, last decade, the Metern, hae been the object of an intensive 

indu.trial develop poHoy.     The instructs of thi. policy are those used in 

other European countries:    pubUc expendxture on mfrastructure«, the creation of 

industrial estates in industrial areas, grants and other incentives to new indu- 

tries, direct investment in industry b, public holdings (IM etc.). 

83. Th. goals of thi. policy inelud. the provision of a modern and efficient 

.yet«, of general infrastructures, a necessary precise for the industrial and 

.concie ùrivri of th. area.      The pr.seut transport system provides an 

adequate 11* betwe«. the main industrial areas of the southern region and th. 

large centres of indu.try and consumption in northern Italy and in the EEC 

oountri...     The hug. port installions ^ be considered determinant for th. 

fio industry complex...      The industrial estates offer not only suitable 

manufacturing sit.., th.y also provide solutions to urgent probLm. of to«, planni. 

and regional phy.ic.l planning.      Various m...uree deal with the problem of th. 

lack of local manpower.     Th« direct participation of the Oov.mment through 

public holding. h.lp.d to increa., the activity in important  sectors (st..l 

oc-pLxe., petrochemical and «.talworklng indu.tries etc.).      Above all, for th. 

fir.t ti», in the hi.tcry of the HeMOgiomo there ha. Um a break from th. 

traditional »ocnomio and social .tructur«. 

J2/   Tax r.li.f, contribution, from sinking fund., financial aid)    share P«"»1- 
*"       t<• iv Stat,   oaoital grant., .to. for n«. industrie. ..tting up in th. 

^Hin»T^J«teid p.roentag. of th. central Oov.nii»«.f. r.quirj~nt. 
•uppllin« a «""""".î!^:" ^a, „, allooatad for th. cr..tion of lnfra- 
.ïrl "ur« 2\he "« =r"ndSri.ra.v.loI».nt, including th. indu.tri.1 
VEST £^^0 .llocfd for th. i„du.triali»tion nucl.i to 
fosttr «Mllcr industrial a*glom«ratien». 
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84. Although good  results have been  obtained in market-orionted industries and 

material-oriented  industries located  in the Mezzogiorno,  those in other industrial 

sectors leave much to be desired.       It has been possible to get an industrializa- 

tion process under way,  but this process suffers from sectoral imbalance, which 

restricts industrial development.       The EEC  itudy - made with the collaboration of 

the Committee of Ministers and  of the Cassa del Mezzogiorno - aimB at   ilentifying 

the  limits of this  policy and includes suggestions  for new guidelines  and measures. 

The results of this study are worthwhile summarizing here inasmuch as  these limits 

conoern the field  of interindustry relations. 

85. The areas of  industrial development were selected with the objective of 

progressively creating industrial concentrations in the Mezzogiorno whioh, with 

their increasing economies and multiplying effects deriving from the  interrelations 

of their industries, could make accelerated industrial development possible. 

However, the areas of industrial development, inspired by the British experience 

rf development areas, did not prove to be sufficiently attractive for  seotoral 

services oriented  industries especially as regards  the dynamic and vast field of 

metalworking sectors and industries directly or indirectly connected thereto, 

because of vicious—circle problems.       It is interesting to note that  in the 

United Kingdom too, the Scottish Highlands, which like the Mezzogiorno are undtr- 

developed industrially, have received practioally no incoming industries fro« the 

development areas policy.     If this policy has been successful in other parts of 

that oountry, it  is because these development areas corresponded to old industrial 

districts.      Although for various reasons (unemployment etc.) then« areas were in 

a depressed state industrial bases (auxiliary industries, industrial services «to.) 
21/ 

already existed and henoe new plants oould be established without difficulty.*» 

86.    In the inplementation of th*  industrial areas polioy in the Messogiorno 

reference has bean made to well-known theories on regional «oonomy in«—won as 

step« have been taken to promote th« oreetion of a leading firm as a nucleus 

£/   W. F. Luttrel (1962) Faotorv Location «af ¡nduatrial ^venant. 
National Institute of looiioaio and SeoUl Studies, London, p. 

vol. I, 
34*. 
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(usually a steel oomplex, a petrochemical   complex etc.) to induce industrial 

investments.      The EEC study shows, however,  that such a  oomplex (apart from its 

positive economic and social effects on  the  zone) has limited multiplying effeots. 

In certain casee, the establishment of   just one part of  the whole oycle of a steel 

or petrochemical complex and the Buccessive completion of  the whole operational 

unit oannot be considered a real process of induced investment a.-»    The creation 

of a oomplex may, at the most, give rise to a few plant  and construction 

maintenance units.       Industries which use products from the petrochemical 

complexes as raw materials are, in view  of the high value  of such materials, not 

material oriented in general.      It may  be thought that the existenoe of a steel 

oomplex would generate the establishment of metalworking industries;    however, 

transport costs on iron and steel are no longer determining factors for the 

location of metalworking industries.-^    Similarly, the possibility of a large 

metalworking plant acting as a leading industry in the way indicated, must also 

he excluded.—' 

87.    In other words, without the creation of an industrial environment any incen- 

tives remain inoperative.     While present conditions persist, it will be difficult 

for the areas of Mezzogiorno to expand more rapidly and to become modern industrial 

oentres. 

I 

24/   Sometimes only part of the oyóles of a complex may be set up (e.g. hot-roll 
mill for a steel complex or a chemical oomplex producing only intermediate 
synthesiied produots).     Ther> later, if the required conditions arise 
(possibility of a market etc.),  the complex can be completed (e.g. with the 
inolusion of a oold-roll mill or the production of basic materials suoh as 
resins).      Phi» step-by-step implementation of the various integrated oyóles 
oannot lead to the original unit being considered as a  'prime mover".      In 
reality, it is the beginning of a chain whioh, if supplemented (perhaps with- 
out being completed), has well-defined limits.      Finally, it should be 
remembered that it  is irrelevant,  as far as this case is concerned, whether 
the units of the oomplex belong to the same firm or to different firms. 

25/   The mere présenos of a new steel  oomplex does not automatically lead to the 
establishment of a whole range of new industries, but more frequently to the 
creation of limited production lines such as the production of ftonorete from 
blast-furnace slag. -   . 

267   Suoh conditions may be satisfied only by the creation of a really hug« plant, 
e.g. a faotory producing (not just assembling) 1000 to 2000 oars a day.     Suol 
an industry would allow numerous auxiliary industries and subcontractors to 
Sit up in the area.     This, however, is a rare case. 

as ¡SZ 
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80.    The EEC study proposes a sectoraily differentiated  policy with preferential 

use  of  incentives.       Support  should  be  given mainly   to industri«!? which  can  only 

move to the Mezzogiorno with considerable difficulty   (i.<. .   precisely those 

industries characteristic of the developed economies).      The various industrie» 

of metalworking sector should be given priority an they prei,ent the beet  possi- 

bilities i\ji  dtVüluptnuiii.       Pat; policy  ui' indutrtnal  development should  be geo- 

graphically concentrated during the initial period,   so as to favour tho  rapid 

formation of industrial agglomerations and thue of general external economies. 

89. Another general guideline is the creation of a sound productive structure 

for the polea and nuclei whioh takes account of the  interindustry relations 

factor, and of specialization criteria that favour the e.nergence of sectoral 

external economies. 

90. The implementation of this new policy requires both the selective utilization 

of present incentives and the creation of additional ones.     A new instrument 

proposed concerns the development of the sectoral servi cas oriented industries 

and the breaking of the vicious circle problème whioh derive from the lack or 

insufficiency of auxiliary industries and industrial services in the Mezzogiorno. 

This concerns mainly the development of sectors or subsectors of the motalworking 

industry, but  can apply equally well to other sectors suoh as textiles and shoe 

manufacturing. 

91. The policy action consists in the determination, direct promotion and simul- 

taneous creation in a given area, of an "ensemble" of main establishments belong- 

ing to one homogeneous sector or subsector, along with the essential auxiliary 

units.      The new main establishments must be present in sufficient number (and 

size) to sustain, with their demand for inputs, the economic dimensions of the new 

auxiliary units and to justify the installation of local depots of standard and 

catalogued products (in principle it is not necessary for the intermediate indus- 
27/ 

tries producing these materials to be near the industries which use them).-^ 

22/   To reduce the difficulties of promotion, the number of main units (taking 
account of the sise neoessary to operate competitively in Europe) has been 
kept down to that required to sustain the auxiliary units.     The latter are 
limited to the most essential units only.     Por example, the following 
auxiliary units are essenti«! for large and medium general metalworking 
concerns »    tool shops, specialist maintenance units, foundries, forges, treat- 
ment units, metal-cutting sad metal-pressing processes suppliers units etc. 
The absenoe of units specialising in extrusions, sintering and microoaating 
should not oréate operating problems, as the user industries oan turn to 
suppliers in the North or in other regions.      Furthermore, the auxiliary units 
are oonoeived as being as snail as possible and as having the lowest degree of 
opeoialisation whioh may be anoountered in similar unite operating competiti- 
vely in the large concentrations. 
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9?. The fact that the mam industri«•« belong to a given  homogeneous aector or 

subsector makes it easier to achieve a satiBfactory level of inputs from essential 

auxiliary industries and to t^rvo the specific requirements of the clientele 

involved.  The homogeneity of th* demand extends to other inputs, thus facili- 

tating the creation of local depot, of standard and catalogued products and other 

industrial services.  It alBo helps the formation of a Bkilled manpower market. 

At a second atage, with the expansion of the original activities, the homogeneity 

of the demand increases the possibility of investments in the area by intermediate 

mechanical industries and of other sectors (light chemicals, rubber etc.) which 

make such standard and catalogued products and materials. 

93. Within the sector or subsector chosen on the basis of areal specializations, 

the new main establishments must be selected by means of suitable criteria 

(relatively low skilled labour requirements etc.) from the production lines 

showing the greatest growth trends, alxiays providing that these establishments 

can compete with similar establishments in the North.  Individual feasibility 

projects are drawn up for the main plants and for the auxiliary units. 

94. In reporting to the Committee of Ministers and the Cassa, the promotional 

agency submits projects for expanding firms in Italy, the EEC and abroad.  The 

agenoy offers adequate assurances regarding the implementation of the whole 

ensemble of projects, and especially of the auxiliary industries (use of direct 

A \ 28/ 
investments by public holdings etc.).—' 

95. The final composition of the ensemble, influenced by the free ohoice of the 

private firms participating in the programme, may turn out to be different from 

the ensemble originally planned.  However, it must have an equivalent (or higher) 

level of inputB from the auxiliary units as envisaged in the original plan. 

96. The promotional agency also ensures that industrial sites are available to 

the firms taking part in the programme, as well as any additional technical infra- 

struolftjres and social infrastructures (housing for workers etc.), together with 

such facilities for training local labour etc. as may prove necessary. 

¡1 
i' 

&/ Por the main units, promotional work is direoted towards that part of invast- 
ment in new plante which for various reasons must be outside the hone distriot 
and whioh at the present time relocate on the fringes of the large oonoen- 
trations or in nearby regions.  When promotion is direoted towards the 
auxiliary industries, the faot of their having an asoured market through the 
establishment of main industries on the same spot is a great help. 
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197, It ia important to emphasize that by the setting up of an ensemble it íB 

possible to create operating conditions in part of a virgin re^on similar to 

those which a given industrial sector or subsector can only find at present in tha 

large concentrations of highly developed regions.  These conditions may favour not 

only the main planta of the ensemble but especially those which may oome in later 

(the present major obstacles having been eliminated ana the incentives exploited) 

in an autonomous development prooesa.  This is a new conception of an industrial 

pole of growth, and as suoli must be promoted by new méthode.-^ 

98. In order to test the new polioy instruments, the EEC study presents, as a 

guideline, a complete programme for the promotion of an interrelated ensemble of 

projects which oould constitute the embryo of a large industrial centre in tha 

Bari-Taranto pole.  The ensemble of projects comprises eight modern main planta, 

the size and technical characteristics of whioh are in keeping with European 

standards.  The plants belong to the general metalworking sector and tha total 

investments are in the order of 30 million US dollars (added value of production 

40 million dollars; 5900 employées).  In addition, there are 23 auxiliary unita 

12/ The following aspaots singla out this new conception of an industrial pola 
of growth» 

- The creation, in a given area, of an industrial environment typical of that 
whioh exists in highly industrializad areas, right from the very outset, 
by means of an ensambla of interrelated projects« 

- The distinction between interindustrial relations whioh require the geo- 
graphic proximity of the industries involved (relations with auxiliary 
industries) and relations whioh are technically and economically feasible 
with considerable distances intervening between customer and supplier 
(relations with basic industries and with intermediate industries supplying 
standard and catalogued products). 

- The consideration of the specific sectoral nature of many auxiliary 
industries. 

- Ensuring that tha pole haa the minimum initial dimensions capable of 
guaranteeing its feasibility« 
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requiring a total investment of 47 million US dollars (added value of production 

16 million dollars} 2300 employees).*"/ 

99. The programme, whioh has already been approved by the Italian Government, 

entered the promotion phase in the seoond half of 1966; this phase was planned 

to last for one year, followed by the final design, construction and erection 

phases (over two years). 

100. Similar studies for the selection, determination, promotion and creation of 

an interrelated group of main industries, auxiliary industries and industrial 

servioes are presently being undertaken by Italoonsult in the Uelva-Cadiz-Seville 

pole (Spain) and in the San Nicolas pole, along the Buenos Âires-Rosario axis 

(Argentina),  Similar studies are envisaged for two further oountries. 

' H 

v I 

M 

¿0/ The eight main units cover the following production lines: heavy structural 
steelwork; stoves, baths, central-heating radiators and pots end pans, all 
in sheet steel; centrifugal pumps and oil burners; agricultural machinery; 
machine tools for working metals; exoavators, mechanical shovels and self- 
propelled cranes; large cranes and transporters; lift trucks.  The 23 
auxiliary units include: a malleable iron and steel foundry with pattern 
shops; a oast iron foundry with pattern shops; a non-ferrous foundry with 
pattern shops; a forge producing stampings and forgings; a metal-chipping 

unit for large and medium items; a metal-shipping unit for medium items; 
three metal-ohipping units for small items; two gear making units; two 
metal-pressing units, one for large and medium items and one for small items; 
two heat treatment units; one galvanizing unit; a unit producing nutB and 

bolts; a toolshop for large and specific tools for metal-ohipping machinery; 
two similar toolshops for small tools, gauges etc; a toolshop for speoific 
medium and small press dies; two units for the maintenance and overhaul of 
maohinery and equipment (general servioes systems and specific processing 
installations), organised in sections, aooording to main types of maohinery 
and equipment involved. 

Ji '»• : 
'14»* 
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III.    AUXILIARY INDUSTRIES, OTHER INTERMEDIATE INDUSTRIES AMD 

INDUSTRIAL SERVICES IN INDUSTRIAL LOCATION PROGRAMMES 

OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

The shortage of intermediate supply as one of the main obstacles to industrial 

growth in developing countries 

101. In order to be geographically protected and have a ready market, typically 

market-oriented industries remain predominant in the framework of the limited 

manufacturing activity in developing countries. 

102. In larger and medium-sized countries with a certain degree of development - 

apart from various material-oriented industries including the basic industries - 

almost all manufacturing sectors are present, even though they may make but 

modest contributions in terms of output and employment to the national economies 

with their production,restricted to the less complex products. 

103. Exoept for material-oriented industries, a large part of industrial aotivity 

in the developing countries is looated in just one or a few centres, generally 

large cities, where economic activity is concentrated and where there are better 

infrastructural facilities.-^    In the larger developing countries,  this has 

given rise to sizaable industrial agglomerations, despite the low per capita 

level of the national industry.    In many developing countries the geographical 

pattern of industry is thus one of the causes of serious town-planning problems 

and of considerable regional disequilibria. 

104. The existence in the larger and medium-sized developing countries of 

relatively diversified manufacturing activities and of sizeable industrial ag- 

glomerations does not derive from a modern, rapidly growing industry.    The 

relatively diversified manufacturing activities are explained by the fact that a 

large part of the industries, not geographically protected, exists and operates 

thanks to tariff barrierst whioh enable firms to reap large profits even if thsy 

produoe at high cost due to their inadequate size, and often with obsolete 

machinery and equipment, and outmoded techniques and organizations.    But this 

implies that their output is limited to the dornest io market, with limited conse- 

quent demand, even when it is a question of types of industries which in. devel- 

oped oountriee are geared to production for wide markets. 

¿1/   Typically market-oriented industries (except those whioh are striotly looal) 
are also less scattered geographically, other things being equal, than the 
corresponding ones in developed oountrios. 
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105. This situation iö not to be put down solely to customs protection (which 

is justifiable and necessary, up to a point, for a comtry»s industrial devel- 

opment), or to entrepreneurs who consider investment opportunities in an easy 

domostic market as the only safe ones (there are numerous local entrepreneurs 

with modern outlooks and foreign resident firms which in their home countries 

own factories which compete actively on the international market). 

106. In fact,  in the field of those industries which in developed economies are 

termed sectoral services oriented,  entrepreneurs in developing countries find 

themselves up against problems which are in many respects similar to those in 

the Mezzogiorno (paras. 56-31).    In these countries, such problems extend to 

the whole of intermediate supply,  to which other unfavourable conditions must 

be added (lack of skilled manpower etc.).   A new plant by itself cannot bring 

about the creation of the e.uxiliary industries and industrial services which it 

requires.    It has to be sot up as e elf-contained or adapt itself to the inade- 

quate conditions of existing supply.    Vicious circle problems, similar to those 

in the Mezzogiorno, tend to perpetuate the unfavourable production structures. 

Under such operating conditions,  production costs are necessarily high and 

therefore investment opportunities remain limited to industries catering for 

the protected domestic market. 

107. In the developing countries these problems affect mainly the metalworking 

industries.    The textile industries and other sectoral services oriented indus- 

tries often manage to balance out these problems by the advantages of low-cost 

manpower, at least as far as certain low-quality products are concerned.    It is 

therefore worthwhile to examine the effects of the shortage of intermediate 

supply on metalworking firms in larger and medium-sized countries (in the 

smaller countries, such activities are confined practically to general repair 

workshops). 

108. In many medium-sized developing countries the production lines of the 

metalworking seotor are s";ill limited (on the average, over three quarters of 

the domestic demand for mechanical products have to be met by imports), oovering 

various types of activities such as assembly of durable consumer goods and 

production of simple articles for the domestic market.    These industries are 

foroed to turn to non-specialist workshops for maintenance needs or to carry 

out the maintenance themselves.    The same applies to all processes whioh in 

developed oountries are dealt with by prooess-specializing firms and subcontrac- 

tors.   As opposed to the Mezzogiorno, industries in developing oountries have 
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possibility of turning to specialized units in large modem centres in the more 

industrialized regions of their country, however distent.    In addition there is 

a. lack of adequate local depots of standard and catalogued products.    The 

majority of these products have to be imported, which results in considerable 

transport costs and slower times of supply.    In other words, whereas in the i'ez- 

zogiorno it ip not absolutely necessary for some types of auxiliary industries 

to be located nearby the metalworking industries, in developing' countries the 

basic problem is their total absence within these countries-  the problem of 

local depots is, in practice, that of the lack of firms inside the country to 

manufacture these standard and cataloged products. 

109. Even in larger metalworking plants, adequately equipped and organized, the 

operating conditions described above lead to large increases in costs if compared 

with equivalent plants (in terms of output) operating in industrial centres in 

developed countries.    This is because, even with the comparatively low unit ooet 

of local mainpower compensating the higher unit cost of key workers and technical 

staff, there is still a higher total cost of direct and indirec manpower (addi- 

tional and under-utilized workmen), an increase in depreciation rates (additional 

and non-saturated machinery and equipment) which involves the Belf-contained 

organization, and/or higher costs for the inadequate auxi.   ory services which may 

be obtained within the area of location.    Transport costs for imported materials 

and intermediate products and the financial burden caused by the larger stock« of 

materials that have to be kept in the plant must also be taken into account.    To 

these higher costs must be added those deriving from delays and imbalances in 

factory programmes due to the inadequate supply structure, which cause further 

increases in manpower oosts and financial charges. 

110. On the basis of feasibility studies for metalworking industries carried out 

in developing countries, it can be claimed that - given acceptable sizes, adequate 

organization, etc. - such a structure imposed by external conditions implies 

increased over-all costs of production up to 20 per cent and more according to 
the type of industry. 

111. In larger developing countries where the metalworking industries cater for 

about 50 per oent of the domestic demand for mechanical products (durable goods 

and, to a lesser extent, capital goods), the production conditions are similar. 

Metalworking industries, including those which operate in industrial centres, 

have to face serious problems in the shortage of intermediate supply and in 

particular of auxiliary processing.    Kot all types of auxiliary industriel 

•MÉrta 
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necessary aro available.     Tuo  intermediate supply,  offered by ti a existing 

auxiliáis industrias,  is generally  insufficient to meet  the demand.    Their degree 

of specialization is  low and tins is one of the reasons why t;>e  cost  of their 

servioee  is high.    The proportion of standard and  catalogued products imported 

remains high,    r¡oreover,   the presence of various factories manufacturing standard 

and catalogued products  for domestic demand onL>- and protected against foreign 

competition,  does not help to reduce the coste of such supplies.     Often the low 

quality of such intermediate products contributes  towards the low quality of the 

final products.    The higher production costs for the raatalworking industries that 

ensue,  as compared with similar industries  in developed countries,  are of about 

the same range as those for medium-sized developing countries o 

112. These increments to normal production costs indicate that,  even if the 

general problems of capital shortage,  cost financing and training of manpower, 

etc,  should be solved, and with entrepreneurs prepared to accept the risks and 

the cost of setting up engineering plants with adequate organization, dimensions, 

equipment and technical know-how, external conditions would still exist in 

developing countries which would prevent the majority of these industries to 

take part in international competition. 

113. It is not unrealistic to suppose that these general problems will be over- 

come.    Already in a number of countries more organic and efficient industrial 

development policies are introduced and international  collaboration between 

developed and developing countries is being strengthened.    Jven without taking 

these macro-economic aspects into consideration,  it must be acknowledged that 

when sound industrial projects are involved, their financing is not very diffi- 

oult.    The higher cost of training basic manpower, key workers and key personnel 

may be compensated by the lower cost of general labour, and the know-how and 

organization may be assured by a joint-venture or another form of collaboration 

with large foreign ooncerns in establishing important new plants.    Thus these 

problems may be solved tithin the framework of the promotion of important in- 

dividual projects.    This does not apply, however, to the problem of intermediate 

supply, which is a question of external structure and one which,  in the final 

analysis, proves to be the real limiting factor. 

II4, In developing countries the group "other industries" - apart from certain 

requirements which cannot conveniently be met with regard to auxiliary demand 

m*. j 
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.¿2/. and industrial services¿&and mora difficult and costlier nuppHee of other 

materials and intermediate products - often lacks sufficient dornest io demand to 

sustain competitivo plant sizes r.t  international  level   (lo*/ yield per capita for 

those  industries  in this group which produce  consumer goods,  and scanty  indus- 

trial activity,   ¿specially  in the metalworkin*   customer  uectors,  for those whioh 

turn out intermediate products,).     In ihis context  it must  be borne in mind that 

in the developed countries,  export-orionted plants in thin group of industries 

are not very frequent;  support is generally required from a  considerable amount 
of domestic market sales. 

115. An important aspect of the present role of intermediate industries on the 

level and composition of manufacturing activities in developing countries is 

their favourable effect on the geographical pattern of industry in these coun- 

tries.    The presence of auxiliary industries and industrial services, even though 

inadequate,  in certain centres or agglomerations constitutes - with the general 

external economies available there - the main cause for the tendency of indus- 

trial investments to be ooncentrated only in a few areas. 

116. The role of the auxiliary industries, other intermediate industries and 

various industrial services becomes even more important when the future indus- 

trial growth of developing countries is considered. 

117. Without underrating the unexploited opportunities of local market demand in 

some developing countries, mention should be made of the hampering effect of the 

protected local market system on industrial initiative in developing countries 

with a oertain level of industrial development. 

118. After the boom in the first stage of development ocourring in suoh sur- 

roundings, and despite the take-off invariably proclaimed,  industrial growth and 

that of the economy slows down and incentives seem to lose their effeot.    This 

situation is often acoompanied by a worsening in the balance of payments. 

119. To speed up industrial development, industrial effort must be aimed at 

wider markets with rapidly expanding demands.    The typical market-oriented indus- 

tries taken as a whole, however, are able to expand only in parallel fashion to 

a country's general economio rate of growth.    The same applies to many materiel- 

le/   The requirements in thie group are lower than for metalworking and other 
sectoral eervioes oriented industries, though still relatively important. 
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W 
oriented indußtriea.^     The group of industries with  large markets and good 

expansion prospects consiste mostly of metalworking and related industries. 

120. Producing also for export means achieving competitive conditions  in the 

industrial sectore involved,  which , ^m depend, among other factors,  on adequate 

intermediate supply.-»     These are difficult hut unavoidable problems for all 

developing countries.    (Tuo experience of industrialized countries shows that 

many types of their induetries depend to   x considerable axtent on exports.) 

121. ]ven with the enlargement of the  internal market t.iroue'i association with 

other neighbouring countries,  o.g.  forming a common market,  these problems of 

competitiveness persist.     In the ideal case all member countries should benefit 

from such an eonomic integration to the extent that the industries of less- 

developed countries reach a level of competitiveness  comparable to t'^at of the 

relatively more advanced countries forming part of the association.    In fact, 

however,  only the stronger industrial centres benefit  if unbalanced development 

takes place among member countries and regional imbalances within a community 

become more pronounced.    Intergovernmental agreements on industrial location are 

difficult to reach and are opposed, at least on a medium-term basis, to ensuring 

the maximum exploitation of the available economic resources and to attaining the 

maximum increase in production and income. 

122. Nevertheless, a common market conceived solely as a wider internal market, 

the demand of which is not supplemented by exports    (such a concept occurs,  in 

¿¿/   Among the basic industries, petrochemicals have a high rate for demand in 
the international market.    However,  it has earlier been remarked that in 
certain countries,  if the possibilities exist,  their creation or expansion 
^although constituting a sizeable contribution for the zones where they will 
be operating) does not lead to more than a limited contribution towards 
employment and production at national level.     It should also be remembered 
that in general basic industries (iron and steel complexes,  heavy chemicals 
etc.) produce above all for an internal market and hence depend on the 
country's industrial growth.    Furthermore, in view of the considerable pro- 
portion of exports that often becomes necessary to sustain the size of such 
complexes, it must be borne in mind that the international market is very 
difficult for these products. J 

Xj   It is obvious that in every country, given the limited economic and human 
resources and bearing in mind the economic sizes of the industries etc 
industrial policy should limit this effort towards expansion of demand'and 
participation in the international market to a number of sectors or sub- 

' ITJSV    S.°tner W0rd8\t0 îhe extent that the objectivas of a high degree 
?L   Í J!•* T/terile'  the aim °f Prying the whole range of 

¿enee STJ^tS ^ÌT*0 T?" "* WÌth WÌde markete' ie Rustic, nence the affirmation of the need for specialization. 
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encountered. 

Possibilities and limite of applying the exDeriann« of m    « •rr-v*1^ >«" experience of tne Mezzogiorno to devel- 
oping countries -—-------*-—---—-———. 

123. Th. Sortance of intendiate indu.triee and industrial service, with 

regard to the indu.tria! growth of developing countries indicates the need to 

apply m these countries tue technological ,uld.lines of industrially more ad- 

vanced countries.    Such guidelines are reflected in the recent industrialization 

policies of developed oountrie, for their backward regions (technological special- 

isation in the factory industries, t.chnoloeical intention in the basic indu.- 
tries, etc.). 

124. The question is to what degree developing countries should and can apply the 

technologies of developed countries.    The analyses sat out  in paras.  101-122 

imply in principle an affirmative answer to this question,   contrasting with the 

conclusions reached by other studies, which consider it convenient for developing 

countries to use a less capital-intensive technology i„ vieu of the relatively 

lower unit cost of labour (unskilled labour).    These conclusions are in fact 

theoretical when assumptions of efficiency and competitiveness are made.^ 

125. Precisely because of the shortage of skilled manpower and the need to 

utilize unskilled labour, recourse must be had to some deÊxee of automation in 

manufacturing operations in developing countries.    In developed countries, on the 

cLÍL^Íi0S that in.ohoo"ing type« of industry to promote in developing 
nro^nn 1)°*?•*!;*^ the «**-*imeult technologies and/oTIu* 
proportion of skxlled manpower, etc., should be excluded.    However, thf 

rSSri?^*0/'^^ f0r giVen ind^ia" «» application^ îqual or different technologies from those of developed countries. 
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other hand, such automation has occurred not only as the outcome of technological 

progress, but also due to high labour costs.•» 

126. To sum up, in the main industries, whose products have to compete on the 

international market, the same techniques as those used in developed countries 

are necessary. Bearing in mind various economic reasons (real market outlet 

capacity etc.), these techniques should correspond, in terms of machinery, equip- 

ment, organization, etc., not to those of the larger factories in developed 

countries, but to those of smaller factories able to compote on the world market 

(e.g. for certain machining processes, numerically-controlled machines can be 

used instead of transfer-line machines). 

127. For materials and intermediate products, the relevant technologies should be 

also the same as those in developed countries. A certain margin of variation maj 

be allowed in terms of size and degree of specialization, but only on the condi- 

tion that there will be no adverse effects on the cost of such supplies. 

128. Ruling out - because of the negative experience gained in some countries 

such as China - the economic convenience of producing with old techniques the 

necessary materials for the basic industrial complexes, the application of tradi- 

tional techniques should be restricted to those industries which produce exclu- 

sively for local markets. 

129. Accepting the need to apply the technologies of the developed countries, at 

least with regard to key industries, it follows that the European experience in 

location and industrial development policy should be utilized for the developing 

countries. The application of the European experience should be limited, however 

to backward regions (similar to the Mezzogiorno), thus excluding depressed 

¿6/ Automation of industries in developing countries should be selective and 
should be carried out in co-operation with foreign firms. Saving on skilled 
manpower can be expressed in net terms; the greater requirements for certain 
types of skilled workers (workers for set-up) or supervisory personnel, will 
be more than compensated by the decrease in the number of skilled workers in 
charge of hand-operated machines. Automation in metalworking industries and 
other manufacturing; industries cannot cove- all operations of the processes, 
thus variras operations will still need larb^ numbers of semi-skilled 
workers. The criterion of automation in cert, n operations, i.e. the re- 
duction of the number of skilled workers, has been taken up in the designs 

°S ?£  £Ct0m188 îrTf Vn ?he EC-"alconsuit study for the promotion 
of the Bari-Taranto industrial pole in the Mezzogiorno. 
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regions. Account should aleo be taken of the differences in developing countries 

relative to the decree of economic and industrial development achieved, to the 

economic astern, to the density and distribution oí population and no on. 

130. Despite- the relatively hi-, ^ capita product and income, European perxph- 

eral regions, such as the ilezzogxorno, have various aspects in common with devel- 

oping countries: limited contribution of industry to the economxc activitxes 

predominance of local market industries, scarcity of skiilod manpower, and a 

manufacturing production structure characterized by inadequate intermediate supply 

The degree of industrial expansion achieved i„ some developxng countries h,s not 

however, brought about any profound changes in the condition of intermediate 

supply. The fact that in the larßer developing countries important xndustrial 

agglomerations have been created implies nevertheless methods of implementing the 

measures different from those to be applied in other countries with incipient 

xndustrial centres. Regarding the differences of economic systems, the experience 

derived from the. industrial policy for the Mezzogiorno can be extended not only to 

developing countries wxth a market economy, but also to countries with planned 

economies „ considering that competitiveness and efficiency criteria in using 

resources tend in practice to coincide. Clearly with such countries, account must 

be taken of the different policy instruments which may be utilized. 

131. As for differences in dencity and distribution of population,^ from the 

standpoint of industrial locations and excluding aspects that concern typical 

local market-oriented industries, the majority of developing countries have to 

face a faster growth of urban centres as opposed to employment possibilities 

offered by industry. 

132. In view of the vast field covered by industrial location and development 

policy and of the subject of this paper, attention must necessarily focus on such 

industries which for their location depend heavily on the interindustry location 

factor, viz the sectoral services oriented industries. The recent experience in 

the field of sectoral services oriented industries is that of the industrial 

poles following the E3C-I tal consult concept presented in paras. 82-100. An at- 

tempt to outline an application of this concept in developing countries is the 

subject of the following section. 

¿1/ Differences xn population density and distribution give rise to profound 
policy differences with relation to the utilization of resources and to the 
times of achieving the objectives of industrial development as compared to 
those referring to agriculture. 

-»-du „ *.S^   -_Ä?a] 
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Poles of industrial growth and location planning in developing countries 

133. The most interesting application for developing countries of the determin- 

ation and promotion of poles of industrial growth according to the 3EC-Italoon- 

sult concept concerns that of a pole "based on c  given sector or subeeotor of 

metalworking industries with a system of auxiliary industries and industrial 

services. This gives rise to conditions of operation and of interindustry rela- 

tions fostering the progressive installation in the area of factory industries 

engaged in various manufacturing activities turning out intermediate and final 

goods» This type of pole has the advantage of focusing on one of the main targe 

of the industrialization of these countries, namely the expansion of the metal- 

working industries, to which is added the expansion of other manufacturing indus' 

tries with ample markets, with direct and indirect effects on demand concerning 

th.» output of important basic industries (steel, chemicals and petrochemicals).* 

134» In establishing industrial poles in developing countries account must be 

taken of the different situations and problems described in the two foregoing 

sections« A distinction must be made therefore between the design of a pole in 

countries where the engineering industry is still at an initial stage, and in 

countries where agglomerations of metalworking industries already exist on a 

reasonable scale, even though v/ith considerable structural déficiences. Besides 

the oreation of a system of auxiliary industries and industrial services, whioh 

in contrast to backward peripheral regions in ïïurope is essential for developing 

oountries, other intermediate industries producing standard and catalogued prod- 

ucts have to be established. The creation of industrial poles must be examined 

in relation to problems of spatial co-órdination of industrial and urban growth 

and problems of spatial co-ordination of eoonomic activities. The latter should 

be viewed in its dual aspects: the achieving of an equilibrium of product and 

inoome among the various regions of a country, and the adequate distribution of 

industrial activity among developing countries which form a oomraon market. 

135» In oountries with engineering production at an initial stage, industrial 

policy should be directed towards the determination and direct promotion, in an 

adequately equipped area, of an integrated ensemble - however small - of main 

;(' 

¿8/   On the concrete possibility of creating poles based on this concept and of 
this type in developing countries, see also "The problems of the developmenl 
of metalworking industries in Southern Italy and experiences theron of 
interest to developing countries- - Prof, V. Valletta, President of FIAT. 

t; ! 
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metalworking projects toother with auxiliary units and the most necessary ser- 

vices. In substance it would mean setting up a nucleus to become the prime 

modern industrial centre in the country; a nucleus which from the very outset 

offers a modern industrial environment and therefore constitutes a pole of attrac- 

tion for successive investments in metalworking industries and related activities. 

136. The production lines of the new main industries in the ensemble would have 

to be selected from those lines with market prospects which are also operated 

successfully by smaller industries in developed countries^and/or which require 

a limited number of skilled manpotœr. These production lines may include certain 

types of light metal structural work, agricultural implements, metal containers, 

pots and pans, taps and faucets, etc., and various activities in which assembly' 

predominates, such as the making of refrigerators, deep-freezers, air-conditioners, 

lifts, elevators, and industrial vehicles with special coachwork and fittings. 

Should some of these industries, characteristic of an initial stage in engineer- 

ing activity, already exist in the countries in question, the ensemble of projects 

in the pole should consider the rationalization and expansion of existing fac- 

tories in addition to the creation of new production lines in the field of rela- 

tively simple chip-removal and presswork processes and assembly. 

137. If possible, it would be convenient to include in this ensemble, as an excep- 

tion to the general criteria of selection, one or two units in mechanically more 

advanced production lines (such as centrifugal pumps, special agricultural machin- 

ery) which would have a certain guiding function in the training of skilled 

workers and so on. 

138. The ensemble of pole projects, including the existing industries, should be 

adequate to justify economically the creation of the most essential auxiliary 

units, for example, a toolshop for medium small specific tools with two sections 

(for chipping and pressine machinery), a repair and maintenance unit based on a 

number of sections (according to types of machinery and equipment). These auxil- 

iary units should offer more efficient services than those provided by general 

repair workshops operating in such developing countries. 

¿2/ A different criterion was followed in selecting industries for the Bari- 
Taranto pole in the Mezzogiorno. As this area, ie.- situated in one of the 
largest markets in the world (the European Common Market), there were not 
such problems of demand. Selecting the production lines from among those 
which imply large-size factories reduced the number of main units, and henoe 
the promotion difficulties. At the same time the selected activities permit 
large-batch production, with resultant advantages. 

fifiSBl ...>.-.JtEt. ae l^gJjJEggPgy - 
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139^ The fact that the auxiliary industries reaoh barely minimum economic dimen- 

sions and have a lot; degree of specialization, loads to IO-I5 per cent higher 

costs in the processes they perform than is the case with average industries in 

large industrial concentrations; but this represents less than 1 per cent of the 

total costs of production to the customer industries. Important is the avail- 

ability of such essential auxiliary industries in the pole area right from the 

outset. 

140. In the field of oommercial and standardized products it is unlikely that 

demand in the initial nucleus of the pole will justify the promotion of even the 

most essential of these intermediate industries. Nevertheless, it is possible 

that the creation of units from amone industries producing simple products of 

widespread use (e.g. a nut-and-bolt unit, a hardware unit) will become feasible 

To counter the inoonveniences which derive from the country's lack of inter- 

mediate industries for standard and catalogued produots, the setting up of local 

depots for imported products and materials should be encouraged. The seleotion 

of a production ensemble with homogeneous inputs contributes towards this end, 

oreating - despite the reduced number of factories forming the initial nucleus - 

a greater over-all level of demand for given products and materials. 

141. The creation of an initial nucleus in a pole warrants selection and direct 

promotion of the ensemble and measures to insure the requisite infrastructure 

(industrial estates, dwellings for workers, etc.) to facilitate the training of 

local manpower and so on. The examination of such measures, even if conneoted 

with the creation of a pole, is outside the scope of the present study. 

142. Once the initial nucleus in the pole has been established and favourable 

operating bonditions have emerged in the area, new investment opportunities arise 

for the oreation of new larger industries producing more complex mechanical 

products. 

fll! <      143. The growth of meohanioal activities in the pole should help to increase the 

j';,|!j       demand for inputs and the size of the original auxiliary industries, to create 

new types of auxiliary industries and to foster greater specialization in auxil- 

iary supply. The increase in the intermediate demand for standard and catalogued 

produots creates favourable conditions not only for the improvement of depots, 

but also for the setting up of industries manufacturing these products (springs, 

valves, rubber materials.; paints and so on). 

1 
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144. This natural growth process of the pole should be sustained by a well- 

defined industrial policy which, amonC other measures, if necessary, envisages 

direct promotion of important industrial projects whose delayed creation or non- 

realization could eventually create a bottleneck in this process. 

145. In view of the development of the intermediate industries, industrial policy 

must give priority to a national system of standards^' based on that of indus- 

trialized countries. Measures must be taken to promote co-operation between new 

factories with mechanically similar products for the adoption in the design of 

their models of standard components (for example, the same types of valves, 

joints). 

146. For the accelerated expansion of the pole it is important for industrial 

policy to possess a clear sectoral orientation regarding the metalworking indus- 

tries and other related industries to be promoted within the area (promotion 

action concentrated in a given sector or subsectors). This sectoral orientation 

contributes towards the homogeneity of auxiliary demand and of other intermediate 

products, it facilitates the training of skilled manpower for specific tasks, 

imparts that gradual character which is essential for any balanced process of 

development (progressive extension of activities from general engineering to more 

complex ones such as precision engineering), and moreover, in accordance with 

regional policy retirements, permits convenient territorial specialization in 

the creation of new poles. 

147. In developing countries where metalworking industries with diversified pro- 

duction lines already exist, the prime objective in creating a pole is to ration- 

alize and modernize the productive structures of the existing industries. There- 

fore the pole area coincides with the country's main industrial centro or indus- 

trial agglomeration. 

I43. On the basis of the industrial development policy targets (new production 

lines and more complex products of existing lines for the local market and for 

export) the sectoral orientations of the pole are fixod in terms of specifio 

metalworking sectors or subsectors.4=/ 

40/ Standard size of metalworking material. 

41/ The existence of metalworking plants with scanty prospects does not in it- 
self justify such orientations with the inclusion of the corresponding 
sub sector. 

¡fin ¡¡ÎÊÊÊÊÊÊBiÈÊÊÊÊm amwii ÜMJÉ •"«—"» aaa»jiteMito,fca««a<A« 
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149« The modernization and ro-sizing of the principal industries in the area in 

said sectors or subsectors should be studied» and a selection made of new main 

plants to be promoted. At the same time, the types and sizes should be deter- 

mined of the auxiliary industries and other essential intermediate units which 

will be required according to the new structure of production and its degree of 

technological specialisation. As opposed to the statementamade on the selection 

of an initial nucleus of a pole in a country with incipient engineering activ- 

ities, the new auxiliar;'- industries should right from the beginning show a 

trend towards relatively advanced specialization and cover, with adequate types 

of units, the whole range of sectoral services. Also in the field of production 

of standard and catalogued products the aim should be to fill the major gaps as 

far as possible. The possibility should also be considered of improving and ex- 

tending the supply of materials from existing basic industries. 

150. The inputs of the major existing industries and of the new plants should be 

high enough to sustain the activity of the auxiliary industries and to justify 

the creation of other intermediate industries. To achieve the completion of the 

system of intermediato supply, project selection should concern production lines 

with a high demand for inputs of materials and services falling under the auxil- 

iary industries and other intermediate industries which are lacking or inadéquat 

Already existing workshops, if enlarged and modernized, could become service in- 

dustries* 

151. The promotion of a pole in an existing agglomeration of a certain size is a 

far more complex operation than the creation of the first nucleus in a newly 

established pole. This is due both to the amount of investigations, studies and 

design called for, and to the existence of inertial factors in the productive or 

ganization of existing industries. To the extent to which the slow insertion of 

these industries into the new system is envisaged, there must be a corresponding 

increase in the number of new plants to be created, in order to ensure the 

requisite over-all level of intermediate demand to operate the modern new auxil- 

iary industries and services. 

152. llhen the objectives regarding the complementing, rationalizing and moderniz- 

ing of the pole's pattern of production have been reached, the metalworking and 

related sectors find new conditions of operation and competition on whioh is 

based the quantitative and qualitative expansion characteristic of the great 

concentrations in highly industriali sed countries. Moreover, the inoreased ex- 

ternal eoonomies in the pole area favour the development of the industries of 
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other sectors. While striving to reach these objectives and in the ensuing phase 

of expansion, a whole sorieo of industrial policy measures, such as industrial 

financing, technological research, manpower training, aro celled for. 

153. With regard to the availability of skilled manpower, it must be stressed 

that the stepping up of the system of intermediate, especially auxiliary, supply 

is not only essential for the competitiveness of the industries conoerned but also 

- other things being equal - reduces the call for such manpower. 1/ith equal out- 

put, an ensemble of main plante and its auxiliary units (with a normal degree of 

technological specialization) involving fuller utilization of manpower, requires 

(according to the engineering sectors referred to) 10 per cent loss skilled 

workers than a corresponding group of predominantly self-contained plants. The 

indirect effect which technological specialization exerts by means of the com- 

petitiveness which it ensures, should also be added. The achieved access to 

wider markets permits the creation of larger plants which results in the economic 

utilization of more productivo specific tools, machinery and equipment. Prom 

studies made it has been seen that, according to their production lines, large 

industrioà employ on average 10 per cent loss skilled workers than plants of 

medium size,,*=' 

154. The creation of poles in developing countries implies considerable efforts 

both in implementing the programme properly and with reference to general indus- 

trial policy measures, especially concerning the simultaneous carrying out of an 

ensemble of promote, the inherent difficulties are undoubtedly greater in market- 

eoonomy countries than in planned economy countries, where the government provides 

the necessary direct investments. In market-economy countries, the governmont 

acts as promoter (seleotion of the ensemble, drawing up of feasibility projects, 

etc.), while private entrepreneur cater for industrial investments. The govern- 

ment takes on direct promotion, contacting private entrepreneurs, a procedure 

which requires considerable time to get operations under way (gathering a suffi- 

cient number of investors). The designed ensemble must be adjusted aocording to 

the final ohoioes of the private entrepreneurs. Difficulties occur when changes 

in the structure of an existing industrial agglomeration are required and the 

government lias to faoe pressure groups which defend existing, inefficient small 

industries. 

42/ "Large" and "medium" sises, at Suropean level varying in terms of levels of 
output, employment and investments according to the various production lines. 
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155. However, government action in market-economy countries does not necessarily 

stop short with direct promotion, the granting of incentives and the provision 

of infrastrutures. By means of the licensing and selective granting of incen- 

tives, the government influences the composition and location of investments in 

the pole area. The government may have recourse to direct investments in major 

factories and/or auxiliary units projected which do not gr-in the interest of 

private operators, thereby speeding up the completion of the ensemble. Moreover, 

it can carry out joint ventures viith domestic firms and foreign corporations 

interested in the major projects. The fact that the poxe area will possess 

operating conditions similar to those in industrial centres in industriali zed 

countries, together with adequate incentives, the availability of general man- 

power (which becomes progressively scarcer in developed economies), advantages on 

the domestic market and in certain groups of countries (possible common market), 

etc., make it possible to induce foreign industrial firms to settle into a devel- 

oping country. 

156. The oreation of a new pole of industrial growth can contribute towards 

solving the problems of congested urban areas which occur in many developing 

countries. The establishment of the initial nucleus of a new pole and the auton- 

omous operational character of an ensemble of projects allows for considerable 

flexibility in spatial location. In principle, all those areas with a certain 

amount of urban population and which can conveniently provide the necessary 

infrastructures (xíater and electricity supply, adequate transport system, etc.) 

may be considered as alternative areas» The effective solutions regarding 

physical planning can be set in the framework of the objectives of regional 

economic policy. 

157« In the case of a pole which is created on an existing industrial agglomer- 

ation in a oongested area, the urbanistic problem can likewise be solved within 

the radius of techno-economic utilization of the auxiliary industries and of the 

industrial servioes, which it. roughly 100 km, given certain transport and com- 

munications facilities (para. 16). This therefore makes it possible to create 

satellite towns in whose industrial estates the main activities of the new metal- 

working industries and the auxiliary industries are located. The new non-metal- 

working industries making standard and catalogued products for intermediate 

demand of the industry (metalworking sector and other industrial sectors), most 

of whioh are marked by limited needs in terms of their own auxiliary industries, 

may be located in satellite centres within a 100-200 km. radius. 

hi 
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158. Besides acting by means of policy instruments (licensing, incentives, build- 

ing of industrial estates and dwellings for workers,  etc.) on the new industrial 

investment flows and consequently on the population flows from rural areas,  such 

spatial organizations have indirect effects on the congested areas creating forces 

of attraction to already existing industries.    (The recourse to various types of 

auxiliary industries is obviously easier at a distance of ¿0 to 30 km. than at 

the fringes of the above-mentioned radius of utilization - 100 km. - where the 

pre-existing industries are sited.)    Planning of spatial organization is not a 

simple matter.    There are not only urbanistic problems to be solved; account must 

also be taken of specific requirements for sites for different types of industries 

and of the spatial implications of numerous technical restrictions deriving from 
interindustry relatione«**' 

159. The creation of industrial poles of growth can assumo an important role in 

the regional policy of especially medium and larger sized developing countries. 

In general, however, during the first stage of a country's development the 

limited human and economic resources make it necessary to concentrate spatially 

all industrialization efforts, in contrast to aims of balanced regional indus- 

trialization.    Judging by the,experience of Suropean backward peripheral regions, 

there should be no wishful thinkinc about future processes of spatial self- 

equilibrium of production and income.    The conflict of sectoral and regional 

approaches in developing countries has to be faced. 

160. This conflict can be settled only by a policy of territorial spécialisation 

of industry.    In determining and creating a first pole or in restructuring the 

pole of an exiEting agglomeration,  its specialization must be fixed in terms of 

given aubaectors or the metalworking sector.    These limits in the pole»e funda- 

mental productive structure (apart from encouraging the relatively swifter forming 

of external economies, thereby shortening the period in which the pole acquires 

autonomous expansion characteristics) make it possible to go on to the creation 

of new poles based on other subsectors or sectors, when the promotional effort 

and the implementing of projects have been terminated and experience of this type 

of operation acquired. 

161. The inclusion of spatial planning in policies of industrial development is 

not a new idea, but the poles of industrial growth, as defined in the present 

á¿/   An instance of the distribution of the various main and auxiliary industries 
in two oentres forming a single pole, bearing in mind these relations and 
other factors, is given in the IE5C study cited. 
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study,  do represent a new instrument to arrive at such objectives, in line with 

criteria of techno-economic efficiency.     The productive specialization and the 

operational nature of a pole make it possible to distribute geographically sec- 

toral programmes on motalworking and other industrial activities. 

162. A country which has already reached a certain stage of economic growth cou 

consider the establishment of two or more poles in different regions in the 

course of its national development plan.    Among these polos, in accordance with 

appropriate criteria (degree of development, special resources, geographical 

position of the areas involved, etc.) the programmes of metalworking expansion 

must be distributed per homogeneous sector.      Intermediate industries manufactu 

ing standard or catalogued products may be distributed among these poles,  pro- 

vided a system of local depots and an efficient national transport system exist 

In particular,  the large group of intermediate non-metalworking industries can 

locate in a number of satellite nuclei of the poles or autonomous nuclei,  spreai 

ing the direct territorial effect of the industrialization process.    Similar 

location possibilities can also be offered to industries which produce consumer 

goods for broad markets and which are not strictly sectoral services oriented. 

163. Typical market-oriented industries muef be located in the major centres of 

population and consumption (centres which in practice coincide with the area of 

the poles).    Any new basic industries,  especially complexes, provided for in th< 

national development plan may represent a contribution towards the industrial 

activities and the emp^ment situation in zones not included in the areas undei 

the direct influence of the polest These must be zones, however, where ade- 

quate sites and the necessary facilities for raw material supplies exist.    Last] 

there are the possibilities offered by the creation of specialized concentration 

of certain sectoral services oriented industries such as textiles, hosiery, shoe 

manufacturing, which can be located in zones suitably selected from among those 

not covered by other industrial activities. 

164. In short, even if a process of dibpersed industrialization, so favoured by- 

sociologists, is impracticable, thanks to the creation of poles and nuclei of 

growth it should be possible to extend the field of industrialization consider- 

ably in a geographical sense, at the same time introducing advanced techniques an 
competitive criteria 

44/    An industrial contribution to a number of other zones may be given bv new 
non-basic material-oriented industries, suoh as is the case with factories 
processing agricultural produce close to poles of agricultural growth 
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I 165. What has been stated with regard to settling the  conflicts in sectoral and 

I regional approaches  to industrial  location can be applied,  mutatis mutandis,  to 

the problem of allocation of industrial investments among the member countries in 

a corrr.on market, especially as far as the small member countries are concerned 
which are relatively leas developed industrially. 

166.  Provided uinimuw needs oí  -   common transport system in the common market are 

met,  there" is no reason to rule out the setting up of a pole of growth,   even in 

small member countries    The creation of a pole - i.e.   the presence of auxiliary 

industries and industrial services,   the supplementary measures regarding the 

training of the labour force,  the  laying down of specific items of infrastructure, 

etc, - eliminates, a* far as the  industrial location of individual factories of a 

J given sector or .subsector is concerned,  the main causes of differentiation with 

the mere favoured regions in the  larger member countries. 

16?.  The problem of determining a common industrial policy on balanced development 

among member countries leade to difficulties in the location of all those  indus- 

tries which are not typically local market oriented.    The creation of poles of 

growth with high external economies and with a specialized productive structure 

can provide a logical basis for intergovernmental agreements on industrial loca- 

tion.    One criticism of current industrial location policies among member coun- 

tries is that any decision not based on economic choices (principles of compara- 

tive advantage s ) and not implemented with economic policy instruments (licensing, 

differentiated incentives, etc.),   reduces industrial efficiency and hence the 

economic development of the member countries considered as a whole.    With the 

creation of poles of growth the variations in the comparative advantages for a 

large part of the industries m the seo Loral services oriented group and many 

previously classified as »other industries» can be drastically reduced in praotice. 

168. Considering a common market of several countries and henoe comprising 

numerous industrial centres,  the necessary specialization of the poles in terms 

of netalworking activity cannot occur sectorally to the same degree that would be 

possible in a single  country.    Sectoral specializations must and can be made by 

tal-.ng into account the degree of development already achieved.    Only in the poles 

of larger countries where a metalworking tradition already exists, can certain 

subsectors of precision metalworking,  certain general metalworking industries and,' 

or electromechanical industries characterized by the complex nature of their 

products,  be inserted.    Widespread differentiation can also be attained within a 

given eubsector in two poles (in different countries of the common market)  by the 
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Be lection and location of different types of industries, i.e. different produc- 

tion lines. Within a single important industry (e.g, production of agricultural 

machinery or production of machine tools) such differentiation between poles may 

occur through product specialization. In this respect, it must be remembered 

that criteria of model restrictions in new (or already existing) plants have, 

like technical unification, the same effect as increasing the size of plants, 

with the ensuing advantages. This type of factory specialization is admissible 

with the increased demand of the common market and the export possibilities which 

are assured by such industrialization carried through with competitive aims. 

169. In the formulation of intergovernmental agreements on industrial location, 

it is convenient to seek some form of specialization for intermediate industries 

(standard and catalogued products) and for industries producing consumer goods 

for large markets (although in principle the industries in question can be 

looated in different poles). However, for the intermediate industries producing 

standard and catalogued products for a common market, it is important to esta- 

blish a oommon system of standards and for the most important of these produots 

(especially materials for the metalworking sector) tc be quoted, as in indus- 

trialized countries, at oommon market delivery.prices in all the poles. 

170. Finally, the creation of poles can contribute little or nothing to the 

problem of the distribution of material-oriented industries among various member 

oountries with similar local sources of raw materials and similar site facilities. 

Nevertheless, it is reasonable that, of these industries, the basic ones should 

be allocated to the larger countries, where industrial input is higher. 
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INTERINDUSTRY RELATIONS IN THE HISTORICAL EVOLUTION 

OF |INDU3TRIAL LOCATION FACTORS^ 

1. Before the industrial revolution, transport costs were the predominant 

factor for the looation of industry.      Industries,  including the production of 

iron and steel  (furnaces using wood for fuel), were generally scattered in small 

centres of production set in plains or valleys where transport was easy and where 

there were groups of non-agricultural labour (fertile areas with agricultural 

surplus production) or in regions with a rapidly growing population offering 

ample supplies of low-cost labour. 

2. With the industrial revolution there was a changeover from the mobile and 

scattered iron and steel industry based on wood, to one using coal for fuel and 

reduction.      In view of the incidence of transport costs and the large quantities 

of coal that the new processes required, the steel industry - which now needs 

heavy investments - settled in certain sites in coal basins which in Europe 

stretch from the Saar-Ruhr across tn England.      Furthermore, these areas possessed 

the additional advantage of river transportation facilities.     Because of the cost 

of transport of the raw materials, industries dependent on iron and steel tended 

to settle in these areas.      Similar trends appeared in the glass and cerando» 

industries and the like, as well as in other industries requiring considerable 

quantities of fuel.      In this way, what were to become the greatest industrial 

centres in Europe grew up. 

3. The emergence of iron and steel and metalworking centres created concen- 

trations of population and hence manpower resources and local markets whioh 

attracted manufacturing industries.     These economic concentrations justified and 

determined the oreation of vast infrastructural works.     Thus, to the industrial 

|location factor "transport costs", were added new factors determined by .the . 

spatial concentration of industry, the economies of concentration or rather the  . 

external economies offered to firms by the existence of adequate infrastructures, 

labour supply and so on. 

1/ The text of this Annex has been taken in part from Chapter 3 of the EEC- 
Italoonsult study, suitably condensed and modified for the purposes ef the 
present study. 
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4. The nineteenth century and the present century experienced the expansion of 

these g-eat concentrations.      Their power to attract industrial investment 

continues, although there aie now profound changes in the role of location 

factors, whioh began to become manifest, first slowly, then rapidly during the 
last fifty years. 

5. Indeed, new sources and forms of energy are used, and there are vast improve- 

ments in systems of transport.      Markets broaden and competition grows.     Under the 

impetus of the need for greater productivity and technological innovation, techno- 

logical specialization becomes ever more important in the manufacturing industries, 

and forms the basis for modern mass-production methods.      Such technological 

specializations, which were once peculiar to the textile industry, spread to the 

metalworldng   industries and numerous other factory industries.      In the basic 

industries and other industries operating continuous processes, these objectives 

are attained by technological integration (steel, heavy chemicals and so on). 

6. Teohnologioal specialization in the faotory industries renders recourse to 

auxiliary industries and various industrial services essential.      These must be 

located near the factory industries either because such services must be 

immediately available and/or because frequent oontaots are required.     Beoause of 

their size, the auxiliary industries and industrial services require a huge 

diéntele in order to operate.      Henoo they are only to be found in the large 

industrial concentrations.•=/ 

7. Though for most manufacturing industries transport oosts no longer have a 

decisive effeot on production oosts^ and although oonvenient energy supply is 

also available in other areas, new investments continue to be directed towards 

the existing concentrations, notwithstanding these new conditions which favour 
greater mobility. 

2/ With some industries, suoh as textiles, which have developed in traditional 
centres, auxiliary industries and related services grew up organically in 
these specialized agglomerations. 

¿/ With auxiliary industries etc. the importance of the distance factor does not 
reside in the transport oosts involved, but in the immediacy of such servioea 
and personal oontaots. 
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8. As far as manufacturing industries with widespread markets are concerned, 

interindustry relations have become the predominant location factor.      Availability 

of labour and more spacious sites are the most frequent reasons why expanding 

industries decide to move.     But because of the interindustry relations, such 

movements generally occur within or around the borders of industrial concentrations, 

i.e. witMn the radius of utilisation of t^a auxiliary industries and industrial 

services. 

9. Originally,  the industrial accumulation process in the concentrations was 

essentially of a quantitative nature,  hut this has become mainly qualitative. 

The external economies which onoe stemmed solely from the general agglomeration 

of industry, now derive principally from the specific interindustry relations which 

occur in the great concentrations because of the presence of units belonging to 

the same and complementary sectors. 

10. Transport costs are still the predominant location factor for a few industries 

such as those using bulky raw materials, e.g. the basic industries, and for those 

faced with high costs for transporting their manufactured articles, destined 

therefore for local markets (standard food products, soft drinks, Borne construc- 

tion materials etc.).     In particular, as supplies of raw materials (coal and 

iron ore) which gave rise to the concentrations of industry in Western Europe 

become insufficient or less economic, and as new materials (oil etc.) whioh need 

to be imported have been introduced,  the expansion of basic industries is being 

direoted towards the coasts for ease of transport, or to parts of Europe where 

deposits of such materials (methane  etc.) have been discovered. 

11. Large steel industries, petrochemical industries, refineries, etc spring 

up in the peripheral parts of Europe which previously were left out of the 

industrialization process, and could count only on small industries, serving the 

looal market, 

12. Unfortunately, as the ties of location which once united the manufacturing 

industries to the basic industries no longer exist, these oomplexes do not give 

rise to new industrial centres, despite the presence of infrastructures and the 

regional development policy incentives introduced during the last decades.      These 

regional policies, derived from a decline in the belief in the principles of a 

spatially self-balancing free economy, mark the introduction of maoro-eoonomic 

criteria of industrial location in the European oountries. 

A 
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13« The profound historical changes in the relative importance of the various 

location faotors described above have not however greatly changed the industrial 

features of Europe.  By and large, industry remains located in a central block. 

Within the course of tine, the large concentrations have extended to the adjoining 

regions while the peripheral parts of Europe have continued to have a low density 

of industry and an agricultural economy.  In view of the different rhythms of 

expansion which characterize these two types of eoonomio structure, the gap 

between the developed regions and the peripheral regions has beoome more 

pronounoed. 

14. Without doubt, one of the major causes of the present laok of development in 

the baokward regions is inadequate interindustry relations factor, and more 

specifioally the lack of an efficient system of auxiliary industries and 

industrial servio«»• 

*»•• 

/ 
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TOTERINPUSTRY RELATIONS IN THE CLASSIFICATION 

OF INDUSTRIAL LOCATION FACTORS 

1#      A*1 *d hoc classification of the industrial location factors used in this 

document hap been made* for the sake of ol.arity in presentation and in particular 

to highlight interindustry relations as an autonomous location factor.      The 

following five major headings were adopted: 

*•     Infrastructure.and site retirements 

This refers io general technical infrastructures (transport, 

communications, water supplies, etc.) and social infrastructures 

(housing, schools, amenities, etc.) in the district where industry is 

tó he located, and to facilities concerning the site on which the plant 

is to be built  (availability of building plots, connexions to the 

required water* supply> power supply, etc., access to transport systems, 

etc). ~ 

In thiB respect two sub-headings may be considered« 

I«(«0    Standard requirements»    normal infrastructure and site 
requirements needed by most industries, 

I*(lî)    SE3cial requirements:    special requirements relating to 
infrastructures and/or sites for certain heavy industrial 
plants, to industries using particular prooesses, etc. 
(water aooess requirements and deep-water berths for oversea 
shipments:    spedai requirements in quantity or quality of 
water or electric or gas supply eto.j    special requirements 
relating to size of plot and/or the nature of the ground eto.). 

II«   Transport posts 

These include not only transport costs but also oonmunioation ooitf. 

They refer to the cost of transport from the souroe of raw materials to 

faotory and of products from the faotory to the markets. 

III. Labour Supply 

This coverò the availability of labour (workers and other personnel) 

and the rates involved.     Labour supply may be referred to, aooording to 

the characteristics, under three sub-headings: 

-... -.. \ .. ...•.^^,^^^.jr^Jafe. •     ». , fesAJFÀ'v , 
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III»(a) General labour; 

III.(b) Skilled labour; 

III.(c)    labour with.special characteristics (female labour etc.). 

IV. Interindustry relatione 

Interindustry relations refer to industrial linkages limited to those 

which need to be looated nearby the relevant industries, but not beoause of 

transport coats or other factors.      Such industrial linkages may refer to 

the need to have close: 

IV. (a)    Specialist units for maintenance and servioing machinery 
and equipment including not only these specialized work- 
shops but also units supplementary to these and local spare 
part s depots.      Many types of such repair and maintenance 
units work specifically for given sectors of industry, while* 
others, such as those concerned with the maintenance of 
general service systems of plants and constructions operate 
on behalf of industry in general. 

IV.(b)    Sub-contractors and process-specializing units comprising 
workshops turning out made-to-order products or engaged in 
special prooeases satisfying specific requests from industry. 
Most of these industries work specifically for certain 
industrial sectors. 

IV. (o)    Other intermedia*3 industries or local depots supplying 
standard and catalogued producta".' ' ""intermediate industries 
which produce materials used on a vast scale industrially. 
This sub-heading excludes basin industries inasmuch as 
their supplies to the factories do not normally necessitate 
one being olose to the other;    in a few oases, when this is 
necessary, it is due to the effect of II. (transport oosts). 

IV,(d)   yar^ous_|eohnioal and commercial services.     These may be 
grouped aooording to whether they serve industry in general 
or given sectors. 

V. Publio industrial policy 

This item includes instruments and measures of an industrial policy 

whioh influence the looation of industry (oontrols, incentives, etc). 

They tend to introduce in the market eoonomies macro-eoonoraio criteria of 

industrial location. 

*--à^v-ft ..• *-,*«û^t 
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2.  It should "be emphasized that in the classification adopted, interindustry 

relations as location factors are limited to the need for auxiliary industries 

(iV.a and IV.is), other intermediate industries (iV.c) and services (iV.d). 

Among the other numerous interindustry relations that appear in the input-output 

matrixes, the linkages with basic industries and the aspects of vertical 

integration of production (steel complexes, petrochemicals, etc.) are excluded as 

location factors.  Apart from the fact that nowadays the factory industries do 

not, as a rule, locate near the basic industries, such a tyoe of location should 

however be related to the predominant influence of the transport costs factor. 

With certain .exceptions, there are no real technological reasons requiring the 

factory industries to be near the basic industries. 

3«  Steel and petrochemical complexes and other basic industries are generally 

material oriented, that is to. say, their location is predominantly influenced by 

the transport oosts factor.  Some of these complexes may set up only a part of 

their processing cycle, the rest of the cycle being completed elsewhere in 

another part of the same firm or even in nearby establishments of another firm. 

However, these are cases of technical integration of one given, though complex» 

operational unit.  Although in 3uch cases, the location of investments for 

oompleting the cycle could be considered as the effect of the interindustry 

relations factor, in this document it has been preferred in general to consider 

the steel or petrochemical complexes as an operational unit, be this effeotive 

or potential.  As far as the agro-industrial complexes are concerned, this is 

rather a oase of typical processing industries located near raw materials öf 

agricultural origin, or in other words, looated mainly in consideration of 

transport costs. 
•i - . .., 

4.     To summarize, as it is wished to avoid duplication and confusion in the 

classification, interindustry relations have been defined independently from other 

factors.      This criterion is satisfied only in regard to the need for auxiliary 

industries and industrial services.     The olient industries tend to locate in 

their proximity, not because of transport oosts but because of the needs for 

immediacy with regard to services and personal oontaots.      In other words, the 

distance factor has a notable influence here, but not in traditional terms of 

transport costs (paras. 1-29 and Annex l).     Indeed in the first draft of the 

classification, an attempt was made to include interindustry relations under a 
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wider heading called the "distance factor", independently of transport costs. 

This heading would also have referred to other cases such as the advantages 

enjoyed by the factories (in respect to their commercial organization) in 

finding themselves near their clientele or an important section of this, the 

requirements of internal organization of raultiplant firms and so on. 

5.      However, in respect to the internal organizational requirements of multi- 

plant firms, it oould be objected that this is a question of general aspects that 

oonoern the problem of the convenience or otherwise of centralized or autonomous 

management.     The case of plants of such firms operating as auxiliaries of the 

others is oovered by sub-headings IV.a and IV.b of the classification. 

6.      The classification does not include under separate headings the following 

factors affeoting the location of single industrial plants»    the availability of 

natural resouroes, the availability of capital and scale economies. 

7«      Oa the question of the availability of natural resources, it should be 

remtioned that the classification refers to processing industries excluding 

minea since their location is determined by the deposits.      In the field of 

processing industries, the availability of natural resources is oovered by the 

factor Transport costs of raw materials (il) or by the faotor Infrastructures and 

»it« requirements (i), as far as water supply, climate, etc. are concerned. 

Availability of capital has not been taken into consideration as a real factor 

bearing on the looation of individual plants, in view of the existence of national 

and international sources of finance, and considering the mobility of this 

production faotor, especially when sound projects are involved. 

8. Scale eoonomies are undoubtedly an element to be considered when the 

problem arises of whether to expand the production of an existing establishment 

or whether to oréate another plant, duplicating the range of products or suitably 

splitting the processes between the new plant and the existing one.      Up to this 

point, the Boale-eoonomies considerations have inhibited deoisions regarding the 

possible movement of an industry.      Should it be decided to set up a new factory, 

it« looation will be chosen on the basis of an examination of the various cost 

factors (from I to V) in relation to site needs and of easiest operation. 

9. Finally, it should be noted that the classification is framed in suoh a way 

as to permit easy referenoe to the external economies offered to firms whioh 

looate in industrial agglomerations.     This subject is dealt with briefly in 
Annex 3« 
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INTERINDUSTRY RELATIONS AND EXTERNAL ECONOMIES 

1. Interindustry relations form part of the external economies which in any 

given location may benefit the Operations of firms already there or which settle 

there.  External economies generally refer to the existence of adequate infra- 

structures, interindustry relations, a labour market and other conditio 

2. These external economies, by their very nature, are available to industries 

in industrial concentrations or agglomerations, but not to those in run;] zones. 

Prom this it follows that external economies are identified with the so-called 

economies of concentrations. 

3.  The necessity has been felt in the present study not only of defining these 

in +erms of the various looation factors, but of distinguishing the general 

external economies deriving from the purely quantitative fact of an agglomeration 

of industry, from those which derive from the presence of a sufficient number of 

industries belonging to the same sector, or of industries with a relative homo- 

geneity of inputs.  The convention has been adopted of calling this class of 

external economies "sectoral external economies". 

4.  The distinction does not serve solely for ensuring easier analysis but also 

reflects the different conditions which may be observed in reality.  In back- 

ward regions of Europe and in many developing countries one may encounter, in 

incipient industrial areas, agglomerations of heterogeneous industries which 

being so integrated, can offer only a certain degree of general external 

eoonomies.  In the great concentrations of the highly industrialized regions of 

west-oentral Europe and in those of other economically developed countries, it is 

possible to add to the general external eoonomies the more important sectoral 

ones. 

5.  General sectoral economies include infrastructure and site requirement 

facilities, as far as standard requirements are ooncernedf the facility of 

supplies of general and skilled labour such as is used by many different 

industries (electricians, certain types of mechanics, eto,)j the availability öf 

a few types of maintenance units used by the majority of industries (maintenance 

units for general sei vice systems of plants, for constructions, for vehioles eto.)f 

the presence cf local depots supplying the materials most extensively used in 

industry; and the availability of other teohnical and commercial services whioh 

operate for industry in general (see table l). 
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6. Sectoral external economies may refer to infrastructure and site facilities 

which satisfy special requirements of determined industries; to the availability 

of skilled labour and labour with special characteristics; to the availability of 

subcontractors and process-specializing units- to the availability of all the 

special units for maintenance; the presence of local depots supplying standard 

and catalogued products and of various technical and commercial services which are 

required specifically by the industries of the sector considered.  Interindustry 

relations thus belong mainly to this class of external economies, and for many 

industries and sectors (metalworking, textiles, etc.) which are characterized by 

a high degree of technological specialization, they represent the weightiest 

component. 

7. In practice, in an agglomeration of industries, general external economies 

may vary in quality and level, according to the extent and the composition of 

the agglomeration itself.  On the other hand, an agglomeration which contains 

numerous industries belonging to the same sector may not offer all the external 

eoonomies described, especially as far as auxiliary industries are oonoerned. 

The presence of industries belonging to the same sector constitutes, in faot, a 

necessary but not a sufficient condition for the operation of such auxiliary 

industries and services.  Because of the existence of inertial factors which are 

desoribed in the text (paran. 56-8I and paras. 101-122) industrial agglomerations 

already of considerable size exist in some industrial areas in backward parts of 

Europe and in the larger developing oountries.  Such agglomerations contain 

numerous industries belonging to the same sector, but they cannot, however, count 

on the required auxiliary industries and specific services. 

8. Instead, in the great industrial concentrations in the developed oountries, 

industries can find every class of external economies; for certain seotors such 

economies are available in specialized isolated agglomerations (e.g. textile 

distriots, shoe manufacturing districts). 

9. Apart from the advantages whioh the large concentrations offer to industries 

such as complex eoonomic spaces (general and sectoral external economies), due to 

the faot that they are the geographic seat of a great number of industries, and 

consequently the seat of great centres of population too, they also offer 

additional advantages to many industries which produoe for the intermediate demand 
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(standard and catalogued producta) and for consumera.      Although these are 

industries which produce for wide markets (national or international)    and 
delivery costs do not usually play a i^ role in the total oost Qf ^ ^^ 

the fact of having an important part of their clientele in the indiate region 

facilities the commercial organization of sale, and customer service.     This is 

one- of the general external economies proper to the great concentrations.      Further- 

more it is precisely in the great concentrations that the continuous formation of 

a pool of managers and technicians occurs, and where the faster transmission of 
teohnioal and administrative know-how takes plaoe. 

••>:! 
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Industrial location faotors and extern»! economies 

External economies 

Industrial ?ooation factors 

I» Infrastructures and «ite 
requirements 

1« Standard requirements 
2. Speoial requirements 

II. Transport costs 

III. Labour supply 

1. General 
2. Skilled 
3. Ifith speoial characteristics 

IV. Interindustry relations 

1. Speoial units for uiintenanoe 
and servicing machinery and 
equipment 

2. Subcontractors and process- 
specializing units 

3» Other intermediate industries 
or local depots supplying 
standard and catalogued products 

4. Various technical and commercial 
servioes 

V. Publio industrial policy 
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Botst Th« symbol (E) indicates the facilities corresponding to tiM indicated 
location factors.  The symbol (e) indicates the possibility of 
facilities limited solely to a few aspects. 
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